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Typeful representation
for a simple expression language

4 4 Abstract syntax—implementation

Illustration 4.4 (Types for BTL representation).
Haskell module Language.BTL.Syntax

data Expr
= TRUE ≠≠ True taken by Haskell Prelude
| FALSE ≠≠ False taken by Haskell Prelude
| Zero
| Succ Expr
| Pred Expr
| IsZero Expr
| If Expr Expr Expr

n

Exercise 4.3 (Reuse of primitive types). [Basic level]
Revise type Expr of Illustration 4.4 to use Haskell’s Bool type instead of the
constructors TRUE and FALSE. n

Illustration 4.5 (Typeful representation of a BTL sample).
Haskell module Language.BTL.Sample

sampleExpr :: Expr
sampleExpr = Pred (If (IsZero Zero) (Succ Zero) Zero)

n

Let us also look at more complex illustrations of typeful representation.
That is, we deal with abstract syntaxes that involve more than just one sort;
also, we exercise ESL expressiveness for tuples, lists, and primitive types.

Here are the Haskell-based abstract syntaxes of BIPL (Basic Imperative
Programming Language), BFPL (Basic Functional Programming Language),
and FSML (Finite State Machine Language).

Illustration 4.6 (Types for BFPL representation).
Haskell module Language.BFPL.Syntax

≠≠ Program = typed functions + main expression
type Program = (Functions, Expr)
type Functions = [Function]
type Function = (String, (FunSig, FunDef))
type FunSig = ([SimpleType], SimpleType)
type FunDef = ([String], Expr)

≠≠ Simple types
data SimpleType = IntType | BoolType

≠≠ Expressions
data Expr

= IntConst Int
| BoolConst Bool
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Universal representation
for a simple expression language

2 4 Abstract syntax—implementation

data structures and objects, e.g., C, Java, C#, Scala, Python, and JavaScript.
Let us discuss di�erent representation options in programming. This also
includes a discussion of interchange formats.

4.1.1 Untyped representation

In most dynamically typed languages, arbitrary terms (or graphs) can be
natively expressed without the need for any explicit type definition. Such a
representation may be quite concise. For instance, in Prolog terms can be
encoded easily.

Illustration 4.1 (Untyped, Prolog-based representation of BTL sample).
Term resource languages/BTL/sample.term

pred(if(iszero(zero),succ(zero),zero)).
n

Metaprogrammning on untyped representations may be straightforward
except for the lack of static type checking which could catch some program-
ming errors early on.

4.1.2 Universal representation

A data structure for ‘untyped’ terms or graphs can be implemented in pretty
much any general-purpose programming language—no matter whether the
language is statically typed or not. This is briefly demonstrated for Haskell.

Illustration 4.2 (Universal term representation type).
Haskell module Data.TermRep

data TermRep = TermRep ConstrId [TermRep]
type ConstrId = String

n

Illustration 4.3 (Universal representation of BTL sample in Haskell).
Haskell module Language.BTL.Universal.Sample

sampleExpr :: TermRep
sampleExpr =

TermRep "Pred" [
TermRep "If" [
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4.1 Object-program representation 3

TermRep "IsZero" [TermRep "Zero" []],
TermRep "Succ" [TermRep "Zero" []],
TermRep "Zero" [] ]]

n

Essentially, we encode arbitrary abstract syntactical representations as
Haskell terms of a designed TermRep type for universal representation. We
only cover the expressiveness of the basic signature notation (BSL), but it
would be straightforward to cover the extended notation (ESL) as well.

Exercise 4.1 (Universal representation for ESL). [Basic level]
Revise the type TermRep to cover ESL expressiveness. You need to add cases
for lists, tuples, and primitive types. n

Exercise 4.2 (Universal representation in Java). [Basic level]
Implement a type for universal representation so that Illustration 4.3 can be
ported to Java. (You may also pick another statically typed object-oriented or
a C-like programming language.) n

Universal representation is used in metaprogramming when it is conve-
nient to operate on a universal (i.e., generic, de-facto untyped) representa-
tion as opposed to a language-specific representation. We refer to the ATerms
library [vdBK07] as an example of universal representation for Java and C.

4.1.3 Typeful representation

When the metalanguage is statically typed, the static typing may also be
used for object representation so that metaprograms could be type-checked
in terms of accessing or constructing object-language constructs.

4.1.3.1 Algebraic data type-based representation

Let us focus here on tree-based abstract syntax, first. We will look at graphs
later. The expressiveness of signatures is available in many programming lan-
guages. We dedicate one ‘type’ in the metalanguage to each sort of the object
language. We dedicate one ‘variant’ in the metalanguage to each function
symbol of the object language.

Of course, it depends on the metalanguage, what exactly constitutes a
type and a variant. In Haskell, we model sorts as algebraic data types with
each function symbol corresponding to a data type constructor. A typeful
representation for BTL in Haskell commences as follows.
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Algorithm for top-down acceptance

6 7 Concrete syntax—implementation

("single", "bits", [N "bit"]),
("many", "bits", [N "bit", N "bits"]),
("zero", "bit", [T �0�]),
("one", "bit", [T �1�]),
("integer", "rest", []),
("rational", "rest", [T �.�, N "bits"])

]
n

Illustration 7.3 (The abstract syntax of BGL in Haskell).
Haskell module Language.BGL.Syntax

type Grammar = [Rule]
type Rule = (Label, Nonterminal, [GSymbol])
data GSymbol = T Terminal | N Nonterminal
type Label = String
type Terminal = Char
type Nonterminal = String

n

Acceptance is implemented in Haskell as follows.

Illustration 7.4 (Implementation of top-down acceptance).
Haskell module Language.BGL.TopDownAcceptor

1 accept :: [Rule] æ String æ Bool
2 accept g = steps g [N s]
3 where
4 ≠≠ Retrieve start symbol
5 ((_, s, _):_) = g
6

7 steps :: [Rule] æ [GSymbol] æ String æ Bool
8 ≠≠ Acceptance succeeds (empty stack, all input consumed)
9 steps _ [] [] = True

10 ≠≠ Consume terminal at top of stack from input
11 steps g (T t:z) (t�:i) | t==t� = steps g z i
12 ≠≠ Expand a nonterminal; try di�erent alternatives
13 steps g (N n:z) i = or (map (⁄ rhs æ steps g (rhs++z) i) rhss)
14 where
15 rhss = [ rhs | (_, n�, rhs) Ω g, n == n� ]
16 ≠≠ Otherwise parsing fails
17 steps _ _ _ = False

n

The implementation is based on these ideas:

• The start symbol is determined within the main function accept as the
left-hand side of the first rule (line 5).

• The program maintains a parser stack, which is simply represented as a
list of grammar symbols. The head of the list is the top of the stack. The
stack is initialized with the start symbol (line 2).

N.B.: This simple algorithm is sufficient to discuss issues of 
backtracking and termination.
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Recursive descent
for parsing binary numbers

14 7 Concrete syntax—implementation

nique can be used, for example, with LL(k) [GJ07] or LL(ú) [PF11]
grammars.

Parsing with backtracking The di�erent alternatives are tried until one
succeeds, if any; the pointer in the input stream is reset to where it was
when a failing branch was entered.

We demonstrate a recursive descent parser for BNL with backtracking
encoded by means of Haskell functions; the original grammar rules are shown
as Haskell comments next to the Haskell functions.

Illustration 7.12 (Recursive descent with backtracking for BNL).
Haskell module Language.BNL.BacktrackingAcceptor

≠≠ Accept and enforce complete input consumption
accept :: String æ Bool
accept i = case number i of

Just [] æ True
_ æ False

≠≠ Functions for nonterminals
number, bits, bit, rest :: String æ Maybe String

≠≠ [number] number : bits rest ;
number i = bits i >>=rest

≠≠ [single] bits : bit ;
≠≠ [many] bits : bit bits ;
bits i = many �mplus� single

where
single = bit i
many = bit i >>=bits

≠≠ [zero] bit : �0� ;
≠≠ [one] bit : �1� ;
bit i = zero �mplus� one

where
zero = match �0� i
one = match �1� i

≠≠ [integer] rest : ;
≠≠ [rational] rest : �.� bits ;
rest i = rational �mplus� integer

where
integer = Just i
rational = match �.� i >>=bits

≠≠ Match a terminal (a character)
match :: Char æ String æ Maybe String
match t (t�:i) | t == t� = Just i
match _ _ = Nothing

n
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7.2 Parsing 19

Nonterminals are to be modeled as (possibly recursive) functions—pretty
much in the same way as in the case of recursive descent parsing (Sec-
tion 7.2.2).

Let us demonstrate the use of the popular parser-combinator library Par-
sec1 [Lei01] in the Haskell context. Here is an acceptor for the FSML lan-
guage.

Illustration 7.16 (A parser combinator-based acceptor for FSML).
Haskell module Language.FSML.Acceptor

fsm = many state
state =

optional (reserved "initial")
>> reserved "state"
>> stateid
>> braces (many transition)

transition =
event

>> optional (op "/" >> action)
>> optional (op "≠>" >> stateid)
>> semi

stateid = name
event = name
action = name

n

These combinators are used in the example:

• ‘>>’ — Sequential composition
• many — EBNF’s ‘*’
• optional — EBNF’s ‘?’
• reserved — Reserved keywords (provided by scanner)
• braces — Constructs enclosed in { · · · }
• op — Operator symbols (provided by scanner)
• semi — ‘;’ (provided by scanner)
• name — Names or identifiers (provided by scanner)

Choice (composition of alternatives) is not present in this simple example,
but there is, of course, a corresponding binary combinator ‘<|>’ for left-biased
choice.

In the case of Parsec, scanners (lexers) are also just parsers—in terms
of the underlying ADT. Technically, scanning and parsing are separated.
This simplifies the process of skipping whitespace, recognizing (and skipping)
comments, handling reserved keywords, and special characters in a special
manner—also in the interest of enabling ‘good’ error messages. The lexer for
FSML is derived from a default lexer as follows.

1 https://wiki.haskell.org/Parsec

Using parser combinators 
for an acceptor of finite state machines

initial state locked { 
  ticket/collect -> unlocked; 
  pass/alarm -> exception; 
} 
state unlocked { 
  ticket/eject; 
  pass -> locked; 
} 
state exception { 
  ticket/eject; 
  pass; 
  mute; 
  release -> locked; 
} 
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Recursive evaluation
for a simple expression language

5.1 Interpretation 3

I evaluate Pred (If (IsZero Zero) (Succ Zero) Zero)
Left 0
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
I evaluate (Pred TRUE)
Left ��� Exception: ... Irrefutable pattern failed for pattern ...

The first example evaluates the expression to Left 0 because IsZero Zero is
evaluated to True and thus the first branch of the ‘if’ is selected, thereby
applying ‘Pred’ to Succ Zero resulting in Zero (i.e., ‘0’). The second example
illustrates failing interpretation—the predecessor of a Boolean value is not
defined. Failure is manifested here by run-time pattern-match failure.

The following equations for interpretation model directly the informal BTL
semantics given above. The Haskell code is very straightforward.

Illustration 5.2 (A BTL interpreter).
Haskell module Language.BTL.Interpreter

evaluate :: Expr æ Value
evaluate TRUE = Right True
evaluate FALSE = Right False
evaluate Zero = Left 0
evaluate (Succ e) = Left (n+1) where Left n = evaluate e
evaluate (Pred e) = Left (n ≠ if n==0 then 0 else 1) where Left n = evaluate e
evaluate (IsZero e) = Right (n==0) where Left n = evaluate e
evaluate (If e0 e1 e2) = evaluate (if b then e1 else e2) where Right b = evaluate e0

n

Exercise 5.1 (Interpretation for BTL without throwing). [Basic level]
The interpreter ‘throws’ when the operand of Succ, Pred, or IsZero does not
evaluate to a number or when the first subterm of If does not evaluate to a
Boolean value. Revise the interpreter so that it returns Nothing of Haskell’s
Maybe type in these cases. n

Exercise 5.2 (Interpreter in an OO language). [Intermediate level]
Implement the BTL interpreter in an OO language such as Java. n

Exercise 5.3 (Interpretation in a scripting language). [Intermediate level]
Implement the BTL interpreter in a scripting language such as Python. n

We o�er the following receipt for developing interpreters.

Recipe 5.1 (Interpretation for a given object language).

Metalanguage Pick the metalanguage for the interpreter. (This is going to
be Haskell in our case.)

2 5 Basics of metaprogramming

implementation, as it facilitates case discrimination on the object-language
patterns.

5.1.1 Basics of interpretation

We demonstrate interpretation for the trivial expression language BTL the
(abstract) syntax of which we have discussed earlier. A BTL interpreter evalu-
ates expressions and returns their values. Let us set up an informal semantics
for BTL which guides us in implementing an interpreter. For each kind of
BTL expression, we need to characterize the corresponding value.

• TRUE and FALSE: These constant forms of expressions evaluate to the
Boolean values True and False.

• Zero: This constant form evaluates to the Natural number 0.
• Succ e: The subexpression e must evaluate to a natural number, say n. The

evaluation result of the compound expression is then n+1.
• Pred e: The subexpression e must evaluate to a natural number, say n. The

evaluation result of the compound expression is either 0, if n equals 0, or
n≠1 otherwise. This part of the semantics involves an element of choice in
that we could also assume that the operation is undefined, if e evaluates
to the natural number 0.

• IsZero e: The subexpression e must evaluate to a natural number, say n.
The evaluation result of the compound expression is either True, if n equals
0, or False, if n is greater than 0.

• If e0 e1 e2: The subexpression e0 must evaluate to a Boolean value, say b. If b
equals True, then e1 is evaluated as the result of the compound expression. If
b equals False, then e2 is evaluated as the result of the compound expression.

Overall, the interpreter could return an Int, a Bool, or its application could
be undefined. To deal with the choice between Int and Bool, we model the
result type of interpretation as an Either type.

Illustration 5.1 (Result type for BTL expression evaluation).
Haskell module Language.BTL.Value

≠≠ Results of evaluation
type Value = Either Int Bool

n

Here is how we expect to use the interpreter.

Interactive Haskell session:
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Execution with stores
for a simple imperative programming language

5.1 Interpretation 5

the store, as assignments may be performed. The evaluation of expression
observes the store. The simple BIPL language does not permit side e�ects
in expressions. The notion of store is generally important in interpretation;
it is needed whenever interpreting imperative programs. Here is the informal
semantics for BIPL:

Statement execution

• Skip: The given store is returned, as is.
• Assign x e: The right-hand side expression e is evaluated to a value which

is then assigned to the variable x in the given store.
• Seq s1 s2: Statement s1 is interpreted first. Statement s2 is interpreted

second. Thus, the e�ects are incurred from left to right.
• If e s1 s2: The expression e must evaluate to a Boolean value, say b. If b

equals True, then statement execution proceeds with s1; if b equals False,
then statement execution proceeds with s2.

• While e s: The while loop is executed as If e (Seq s (While e s))Skip. That is,
if the condition e holds, then the body s is executed followed by the
same while loop again. If the condition does not hold, then the Skip
statement is executed.

Expression evaluation

• IntConst i: The literal i is returned as an integer value.
• Var x: The given store must assign a value to the variable x; this value

is the result of evaluation.
• Unary o e and Binary o e1 e2: The operands must be evaluated to values

of suitable types and the symbol o is interpreted as an operation of the
metalanguage and it is applied to the operands’ values.

Accordingly, there are these semantic domains.

Illustration 5.4 (Semantic domains of a BIPL interpreter).
Haskell module Language.BIPL.Domains

≠≠ Results of expression evaluation
type Value = Either Int Bool
≠≠ Stores as maps from variable names to values
type Store = Map String Value

n

When defining the type Store, we use Haskell’s library type Map to model
stores as maps (say, dictionaries) from variable names to values. Here is how
we expect to use the interpreter.

Interactive Haskell session:

I execute euclideanDivision (fromList [("x", Left 13), ("y", Left 4)])
fromList [("q",Left 3),("r",Left 2),("x",Left 14),("y",Left 4)]

6 5 Basics of metaprogramming

Thus, we start from a store with suitable arguments "x" and "y" for division;
interpretation returns a store with the variables "x" and "y" bound to the
original operands set up at the beginning of the program and with "q" and
"r" bound to the expected quotient and remainder. We are ready to present
the interpreter.

Illustration 5.5 (A BIPL interpreter).
Haskell module Language.BIPL.Interpreter

≠≠ Execution of statements
execute :: Stmt æ Store æ Store
execute Skip m = m
execute (Assign x e) m = insert x (evaluate e m) m
execute (Seq s1 s2) m = execute s2 (execute s1 m)
execute (If e s1 s2) m = execute (if b then s1 else s2) m where Right b = evaluate e m
execute (While e s) m = execute (If e (Seq s (While e s)) Skip) m

≠≠ Evaluation of expressions
evaluate :: Expr æ Store æ Value
evaluate (IntConst i) _ = Left i
evaluate (Var x) m = m!x
evaluate (Unary o e) m = uop o (evaluate e m)
evaluate (Binary o e1 e2) m = bop o (evaluate e1 m) (evaluate e2 m)

≠≠ Interpretation of unary operators
uop :: UOp æ Value æ Value
uop Negate (Left i) = Left (negate i)
uop Not (Right b) = Right (not b)

≠≠ Interpretation of binary operators
bop :: BOp æ Value æ Value æ Value
bop Add (Left i1) (Left i2) = Left (i1+i2)
...

n

Exercise 5.4 (Interpretation for BIPL without throwing). [Basic level]
The interpreter ‘throws’ when i) a variable is used in an expression without
a value in current store, ii) a unary or binary operation finds an operands of
an unsuitable type, or iii) a condition of an if statement does not evaluate to
a Boolean value. Revise the interpreter so that it returns Nothing of Haskell’s
Maybe type in these cases. n

Exercise 5.5 (Parameterless procedures). [Basic level]
Extend the BIPL interpreter of Section 5.1.2 to incorporate procedures with-
out parameters. A procedure is a named abstraction of a statement. There is
a new statement form for calling a procedure. For simplicity, let us assume
that procedures can only be declared at the top level of a program. n
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Evaluation with environments 
for a simple functional programming language

8 5 Basics of metaprogramming

We only covered the expression forms while we assume that the evaluation
of the main expression starts from an empty environment. Accordingly, there
are these semantic domains.

Illustration 5.7 (Semantic domains of a BFPL interpreter).
Haskell module Language.BFPL.Domains

≠≠ Results of expression evaluation
type Value = Either Int Bool
≠≠ Environments as maps from argument names to values
type Env = Map String Value

n

When defining the type Env, we use again Haskell’s library type Map to
model environments as maps (say, dictionaries) from argument names to
values. Here is how we expect to use the interpreter.

Interactive Haskell session:

I evaluate factorial
Left 120

Thus, in the main function, we apply the factorial function to 5, thereby
computing 120. We are ready to present the interpreter.

Illustration 5.8 (A BFPL interpreter).
Haskell module Language.BFPL.Interpreter

≠≠ Evaluation of a program�s main expression
evaluate :: Program æ Value
evaluate (fs, e) = f e empty
where
≠≠ Evaluation of expressions
f :: Expr æ Env æ Value
f (IntConst i) _ = Left i
f (BoolConst b) _ = Right b
f (Arg x) m = m!x
f (If e0 e1 e2) m = f (if b then e1 else e2) m where Right b = f e0 m
f (Unary o e) m = uop o (f e m)
f (Binary o e1 e2) m = bop o (f e1 m) (f e2 m)
f (Apply x es) m = f body m�

where
Just (_, (xs, body)) = lookup x fs
vs = map (flip f m) es
m� = fromList (zip xs vs)

≠≠ Interpretation of unary operators
uop :: UOp æ Value æ Value
uop Negate (Left i) = Left (negate i)
uop Not (Right b) = Right (not b)
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model environments as maps (say, dictionaries) from argument names to
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Thus, in the main function, we apply the factorial function to 5, thereby
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Stepwise execution
for a DSML for finite state machines 

5.1 Interpretation 11

I simulate turnstileFsm sampleInput == sampleOutput
True

This form of interpretation is essentially ‘batch-oriented’ in that we as-
sume the complete input to be available up-front and the complete output to
become available at once. One may also think of ‘interactive’ interpretation
as to how events are handled and actions take e�ect.

We are ready to present an FSML interpreter in Haskell.

Illustration 5.12 (An FSML interpreter).
Haskell module Language.FSML.Interpreter

1 ≠≠ FSM simulation starting from initial state
2 simulate :: Fsm æ Input æ Output
3 simulate (Fsm ss) xs = snd (foldl makeTransition (getInitial, []) xs)
4 where
5 ≠≠ Look up initial state
6 getInitial :: StateId
7 getInitial = ini
8 where [State _ ini _] = [ s | s@(State initial _ _) Ω ss, initial ]
9

10 ≠≠ Process event; extent output
11 makeTransition :: (StateId, Output) æ Event æ (StateId, Output)
12 makeTransition (source, as) x = (target, as ++ maybeToList a)
13 where (Transition _ a target) = getTransition source x
14

15 ≠≠ Look up transition
16 getTransition :: StateId æ Event æ Transition
17 getTransition sid x = t
18 where
19 [t] = [ t | t@(Transition x� _ _) Ω ts, x == x� ]
20 [(State _ _ ts)] = [ s | s@(State _ sid� _) Ω ss, sid == sid� ]

n

The interpreter folds over the entire input (line 3). We use list compre-
hensions to identify the initial state ini (line 8), the transition t for the given
event (line 19), and the transitions ts of a state identified by its id (line 20).

Exercise 5.7 (Interpretation for FSML without throwing). [Basic level]
The interpreter ‘throws’ when attempting a transition to an undeclared state,
when a given event is not handled in a given state or not handled determin-
istically. Revise the interpreter so that it returns Nothing of Haskell’s Maybe
type in these cases. n

Exercise 5.8 (A more abstract FSML syntax). [Intermediate level]
There is an opportunity for a more abstract Haskell-based abstract syntax for
FSML. Please note that ids of the declared states must be distinct. Further,
let us assume that only deterministic FSMs are permitted, which implies that

4.1 Object-program representation 5

| Arg String
| If Expr Expr Expr
| Unary UOp Expr
| Binary BOp Expr Expr
| Apply String [Expr]

≠≠ Unary and binary operators
data UOp = Negate | Not
data BOp = Add | Sub | Mul | Lt | Leq | Eq | Geq | Gt | And | Or

n

Illustration 4.7 (Types for BIPL representation).
Haskell module Language.BIPL.Syntax

≠≠ Statements
data Stmt

= Skip
| Assign String Expr
| Seq Stmt Stmt
| If Expr Stmt Stmt
| While Expr Stmt

≠≠ Expressions
data Expr

= IntConst Int
| Var String
| Unary UOp Expr
| Binary BOp Expr Expr

≠≠ Unary and binary operators
data UOp = Negate | Not
data BOp = Add | Sub | Mul | Lt | Leq | Eq | Geq | Gt | And | Or

n

Illustration 4.8 (Types for FSML representation).
Haskell module Language.FSML.Syntax

data Fsm = Fsm { getStates :: [State] }
data State = State {

getInitial :: Initial,
getId :: StateId,
getTransitions :: [Transition]

}
data Transition = Transition {

getEvent :: Event,
getAction :: (Maybe Action),
getTarget :: StateId

}
type Initial = Bool
type StateId = String
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languages such as attribute grammars [Knu68, AM91] or Object Constraint
Language (OCL) [CW02].

There are di�erent kinds of analysis results. In a basic case, an analysis
is a predicate checking for constraint satisfication, as in well-formedness or
type checking. In other cases, an analysis computes a data structure such
as collections of metrics measures or call-relationships (‘facts’) for program
abstractions. Ultimately, an analysis may return non-trivial software language
artifacts, e.g., in the case of architecture recovery.

5.3.1 Type checking

A type checker is a metaprogram which checks that all language constructs
are used correctly in terms of the types of operands or arguments. Along
the way, a type checker also checks that names for variables and other pro-
gram abstraction have a (declared) type to start with. We demonstrate type
checking here for the trivial expression language BTL. This language features
natural numbers and Boolean values as well as operations on these types of
values.

Here is how we expect to use BTL’s type checker:

Interactive Haskell session:

I wellTyped (Succ Zero)
True
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
I wellTyped (Succ TRUE)
False

That is, the expression Succ Zero is well-typed because the Succ operation
is correctly applied to an expression that is of the type of natural numbers.
In contrast, the expression Succ TRUE is ill-typed because the Succ operation
is incorrectly applied to an expression that is of the type of Boolean values.

The type checker for BTL is a very simple syntax-driven metaprogram
with one equation per syntactical pattern and the use of recursion for check-
ing types of subexpressions. In this sense, type checkers and interpreters
(Section 5.1) are metaprograms with a similar program structure.

Illustration 5.20 (A type checker for BTL).
Haskell module Language.BTL.TypeChecker

1 ≠≠ Types of expressions
2 data Type = NatType | BoolType
3

4 ≠≠ Well≠typedness of expressions
5 wellTyped :: Expr æ Bool
6 wellTyped e = case typeOf e of { Just _ æ True; Nothing æ False }
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7

8 ≠≠ Types of expressions
9 typeOf :: Expr æ Maybe Type

10 typeOf TRUE = Just BoolType
11 typeOf FALSE = Just BoolType
12 typeOf Zero = Just NatType
13 typeOf (Succ e) = case typeOf e of { Just NatType æ Just NatType; _ æ Nothing }
14 typeOf (Pred e) = case typeOf e of { Just NatType æ Just NatType; _ æ Nothing }
15 typeOf (IsZero e) = case typeOf e of { Just NatType æ Just BoolType; _ æ Nothing }
16 typeOf (If e0 e1 e2) =
17 case typeOf e0 of
18 (Just BoolType) æ
19 case (typeOf e1, typeOf e2) of
20 (Just t1, Just t2) æ if t1==t2 then Just t1 else Nothing
21 _ æ Nothing

n

The type checker designates the type Type (lines 1–2) to represent the
di�erent types of BTL expressions. The type checker returns a Boolean value
(lines 4–6) to report whether or not a BTL expression is well-typed, i.e., the
type of the expression can be determined. The central function of the type
checker is typeOf (lines 8-...) which maps expressions to types; the result is
wrapped in the Maybe monad to be able to express type-checking failure as
Nothing. We consider all the equations of the type checker:

• TRUE, FALSE, and Zero (lines 10–12): These cases of constant forms of
expressions simply return the corresponding type of the constant.

• Succ e, Pred e, and IsZero e (lines 13–15): These cases of unary operations
check the type of the operand by means of a case ... of ... expression and
retrun the result type of the operation.

• If e0 e1 e2 (lines 16–...): The first operand must be of type Bool. The second
and third operands must be of the same type.

The complexity of type checking obviously increases with the complexity
of the object language. For instance, a type checker for a functional pro-
gramming language (e.g., BFPL) would need to check that the type of actual
arguments in function applications agree with the declared types of the formal
arguments. In Chapter 9, we will see several more interesting type checkers.

5.3.2 Well-formedness checking

A well-formedness checker is a metaprogram which checks language-specific
constraints on top of abstract syntax. In fact, a type checker, as discussed be-
fore, can also be referred to as a type checker—except that well-formedness
is applicable also without direct reference to types. We demonstrate well-
formedness checking here for the domain-specific modeling language FSML.
For instance, it makes sense to check that all referenced state ids (i.e.,
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ids appearing as targets of transitions) are actually declared by a state
declaration—no types are involved here. Such matching of name references
and declarations is also also referred to name binding.

A well-formedness checker may be implemented as a predicate. That is, the
predicate can be viewed as describing a constraint for the well-formedness of
the object program. Here is how we expect to use a well-formedness checker
for FSML.

Interactive Haskell session:

I check turnstileFsm
True
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
I check (Fsm [State False "x" []])
False

In the first check, we confirm that the turnstile FSM is well-formed. In the
second check, we face an FSM without initial state and it is thus conformed
as ill-formed. We are ready to present the well-formedness checker.

Illustration 5.21 (Well-formedness for FSML).
Haskell module Language.FSML.BoolChecker

check :: Fsm æ Bool
check fsm = and (map ($ fsm) [

distinctStateIds,
singleInitialState,
resolvableTargetStates,
deterministicTransitions,
reachableStates ] )

distinctStateIds :: Fsm æ Bool
distinctStateIds (Fsm ss) = sids == nub sids

where sids = [ sid | (State _ sid _) Ω ss ]

singleInitialState :: Fsm æ Bool
singleInitialState (Fsm ss) = length inis == 1

where inis = [ sid | s@(State initial sid _) Ω ss, initial ]

resolvableTargetStates :: Fsm æ Bool
resolvableTargetStates (Fsm ss) = and (map (⁄ (State _ _ ts) æ and (map f ts)) ss)

where f (Transition _ _ target) =
not (null [ s | s@(State _ source _) Ω ss, source == target ])

deterministicTransitions :: Fsm æ Bool
deterministicTransitions (Fsm ss) = and (map (⁄ (State _ _ ts) æ f ts) ss)

where f ts = events == nub events
where events = [ event | (Transition event _ _) Ω ts ]

reachableStates :: Fsm æ Bool
reachableStates (Fsm ss) = ...

n

4.1 Object-program representation 5

| Arg String
| If Expr Expr Expr
| Unary UOp Expr
| Binary BOp Expr Expr
| Apply String [Expr]

≠≠ Unary and binary operators
data UOp = Negate | Not
data BOp = Add | Sub | Mul | Lt | Leq | Eq | Geq | Gt | And | Or

n

Illustration 4.7 (Types for BIPL representation).
Haskell module Language.BIPL.Syntax

≠≠ Statements
data Stmt

= Skip
| Assign String Expr
| Seq Stmt Stmt
| If Expr Stmt Stmt
| While Expr Stmt

≠≠ Expressions
data Expr

= IntConst Int
| Var String
| Unary UOp Expr
| Binary BOp Expr Expr

≠≠ Unary and binary operators
data UOp = Negate | Not
data BOp = Add | Sub | Mul | Lt | Leq | Eq | Geq | Gt | And | Or

n

Illustration 4.8 (Types for FSML representation).
Haskell module Language.FSML.Syntax

data Fsm = Fsm { getStates :: [State] }
data State = State {

getInitial :: Initial,
getId :: StateId,
getTransitions :: [Transition]

}
data Transition = Transition {

getEvent :: Event,
getAction :: (Maybe Action),
getTarget :: StateId

}
type Initial = Bool
type StateId = String

…
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for operator frequency  
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each state in an FSM. By this we mean that a state is an inbound for another
state, if there is a transition from the former to the latter. Likewise, a state is
an outbound for another state, if there is a transition from the latter to the
former. We assume that such fact extraction is implemented as a function
inouts which we expect to use as follows.

Interactive Haskell session:

I inouts turnstileFsm
fromList [("exception",(1,1)),("locked",(2,2)),("unlocked",(1,1))]

For instance, there is only one state with a transition to exception; there
is also just one state that is directly reachable by a transition from exception.
In both cases, we do not count ‘self-transitions’. The implementation of inouts
follows.

Illustration 5.23 (Counting in- and outbound states for FSMs).
Haskell module Language.FSML.Extraction

inouts :: Fsm æ Map StateId (Int, Int)
inouts (Fsm ss) = fromList (map f ss)

where
≠≠ Per≠state fact extraction
f (State _ sid ts) = (sid, (ins, outs))

where
≠≠ Number of states from which sid is reached directly
ins = length (filter g ss)

where g (State _ sid� ts�) =
elem sid [ sid�� | Transition _ _ sid�� Ω ts�, sid�� /= sid� ]

≠≠ Number of states reached directly from sid
outs = length (nub [ sid� | Transition _ _ sid� Ω ts, sid /= sid� ])

n

That is, list comprehensions are used to collect states ins from which a
given state sid is reached directly and states out which are reached directly
from sid. The collection is performed per state and the per-state results are
combined into a map from state ids to in- and outbounds.

As another example of fact extraction, let us consider the problem of mea-
suring frequency of unary and binary operator usage in a program. We apply
such fact extraction to imperative programs, in fact, BIPL programs. We
assume that such fact extraction is implemented as a function ops which we
expect to use as follows.

Interactive Haskell session:

I ops euclideanDiv
fromList [("Add",1),("Geq",1),("Sub",1)]

That is, addition, comparison (‘Ø’), and subtraction are used all once in
the sample program; no other operators are used. In the following implemen-
tation, we use a generic functional programming scheme everything to go over
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a BIPL program and extract operator uses; we rely on Haskell’s ‘Scrap Your
Boilerplate’ approach to generic functional programming [LJ03, LJ04, LJ05].

Illustration 5.24 (Counting operator applications in BIPL programs).
Haskell module Language.BIPL.Extraction

ops :: Stmt æ Map String Int
ops s = foldr (⁄ o m æ insertWith (+) o 1 m) empty os

where
os = everything (++) ([] �mkQ� f) s
f (Unary o _) = [showConstr (toConstr o)]
f (Binary o _ _) = [showConstr (toConstr o)]
f _ = []

n

That is, we use the traversal scheme everything in a manner that we reach
each and every expression—also inside statements—and we extract all oper-
ators (their string representation) from unary and binary expressions. Each
occurence counts as one, when we build up the frequency map for operator
usage.

Exercise 5.14 (Function application graph). [Basic level]
In a functional program, functions can, of course, apply other functions and
they may be directly and indirectly recursive. Devise a fact extraction for
BFPL which results in a graph with a node for each function and with an
edge between functions f and g, if there is an application of g within the
definition of f . n

5.4 Transformation

Let us discuss transformation as a metaprogramming problem. We are only
concerned here with static transformation as opposed to dynamic transfor-
mation. That is, we transform ‘persistent’ software artifacts such as source
code; we do not transform software systems at runtime. The term ‘transfor-
mation’ is highly overloaded in software engineering. We assume here that a
transformation is the description of changes or replacements to be applied to
elements of a given software language. The result may be of the same or a
di�erent software language; see also the established classifiers for endogenous
versus exogenous transformations [MG06].

We use the term (static) transformation here in a broad sense to include
program optimization, program refactoring, software composition, model
transformation, technological space mapping, thereby encompassing areas as
di�erent as language implementation, model-driven engineering, and soft-
ware re-engineering. Arguably, translation and analysis, as discussed above,
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initial state locked { 

    ticket / collect -> unlocked; 

    pass / alarm -> exception; 

} 

state unlocked { 

    ticket / eject; 

    pass -> locked; 

} 

…

initial state closed { 

    ticket / collect -> open; 

    pass / alarm -> exception; 

} 

state open { 

    ticket / eject; 

    pass -> closed; 

} 

…

Input Output

Fig. 1 Illustration of rename refactoring for FSML’s state ids: the input and the output
of the transformation are shown; the related state ids are highlighted by edges.

Laws Identify transformation laws which may be helpful in better under-
standing the transformation. For instance, one may identify the inverse
of a transformation. For instance, renaming is obviously inversive while
optimizations generally are not inversive.

Implementation Implement the actual transformation.

n

5.4.2 Refactoring

A refactoring is a transformation that changes the program’s ‘design’ without
changing its behavior [Fow99, MT04]. Refactorings can be automated (see
Opdyke’s seminal work [Opd92]) and they make sense across all kinds of
software languages [Läm02]. That is, renaming can also be applied to models,
grammars, schemas, systems, etc.

We are going to focus here on renaming as a refactoring. We demonstrate
renaming for state-id renaming for FSML and variable renaming for BIPL.

The FSML instance is illustrated in Figure 1; the illustration provides a
positive test case for renaming such that state id locked is renamed to closed
and unlocked is renamed to open. The Haskell implementation of the pre-
and postconditions follows.

Illustration 5.28 (Pre-/postconditions for state-id renaming).
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Haskell module Language.FSML.Rename.Condition
pre, post :: StateId æ StateId æ Fsm æ Bool
pre i i� x = elem i (states x) && not (elem i� (states x))
post i i� y = not (elem i (states y)) && elem i� (states y)
states :: Fsm æ [StateId]
states fsm =

concatMap (⁄ s æ
getId s : map getTarget (getTransitions s))

(getStates fsm)
n

That is, the precondition for renaming state id i to i� in an FSM x is that
i must be in use in x and i� must not be in use in x. The postcondition for
renaming state id i to i� resulting in an FSM y is that i must not be in use in y
(anymore) and i� must be (now) in use in y. If the transformation is correctly
implemented and if it is applied to i, i�, and x such that the precondition
holds, then the postcondition is implied.

In implementing pre- and postconditions, we interpret the notion of a state
id to be ‘in use’ in a FSM as occurring either as the name assigned to a state
(a declaration thereof) or in the target location of a transition.

Exercise 5.16 (Postcondition for state-id renaming). [Basic level]
Argue that the stated postcondition is not as strong as possible. Attempt a
stronger formulation. n

Exercise 5.17 (Negative test cases for state-id renaming). [Basic level]
Devise negative test cases covering the di�erent aspects of the precondition
stated. n

In terms of laws for renaming, we may state the obvious that renaming
can be reverted as follows; we glance over the detail here that the rename
refactoring would return a ‘maybe’.
rename i� i . rename i i� = id

The actual transformation is a simple traversal over the structure of an
FSM while replacing state ids systematically.

Illustration 5.29 (State-id renmaing for FSML).
Haskell module Language.FSML.Rename.Transformation

rename :: StateId æ StateId æ Fsm æ Maybe Fsm
rename i i� x = do

guard $ pre i i� x
guard $ post i i� y
return y

where
y = Fsm (map perState (getStates x))
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pre i i� x = elem i (states x) && not (elem i� (states x))
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(a declaration thereof) or in the target location of a transition.

Exercise 5.16 (Postcondition for state-id renaming). [Basic level]
Argue that the stated postcondition is not as strong as possible. Attempt a
stronger formulation. n

Exercise 5.17 (Negative test cases for state-id renaming). [Basic level]
Devise negative test cases covering the di�erent aspects of the precondition
stated. n

In terms of laws for renaming, we may state the obvious that renaming
can be reverted as follows; we glance over the detail here that the rename
refactoring would return a ‘maybe’.
rename i� i . rename i i� = id

The actual transformation is a simple traversal over the structure of an
FSM while replacing state ids systematically.

Illustration 5.29 (State-id renmaing for FSML).
Haskell module Language.FSML.Rename.Transformation

rename :: StateId æ StateId æ Fsm æ Maybe Fsm
rename i i� x = do

guard $ pre i i� x
guard $ post i i� y
return y

where
y = Fsm (map perState (getStates x))
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perState s =
State

(getInitial s)
(if getId s == i then i� else getId s)
(map perTransition (getTransitions s))

perTransition t =
Transition

(getEvent t)
(getAction t)
(if getTarget t == i then i� else getTarget t)

n

We turn to another instance of renaming, i.e., renaming variables in an
imperative program. This is a much simplified variation on what IDEs provide
for mainstream programming languages. The pre- and postconditions are
similar to the FSML instance—except that ‘names in use’ are determined
di�erently.

Illustration 5.30 (Pre-/postconditions for variable renaming).
Haskell module Language.BIPL.Rename.Condition

pre, post :: String æ String æ Stmt æ Bool
pre i i� x = elem i (vars x) && not (elem i� (vars x))
post i i� y = not (elem i (vars y)) && elem i� (vars y)
vars :: Data a => a æ [String]
vars z = nub (everything (++) (const [] �extQ� f �extQ� g) z)

where
f (Assign i _) = [i]
f _ = []
g (Var i) = [i]
g _ = []

n

That is, we leverage Haskell’s ‘Scrap Your Boilerplate’ approach to generic
functional programming [LJ03, LJ04, LJ05] to collect variables from terms
that represent statements and expressions. The traversal scheme everything
extracts names from each and every subterm—either the empty list or a sin-
gleton list for a variable which appears on the left-hand side of an assignment
(see the helper function f) or as a variable in the sense of the corresponding
expression form (see the helper function g).

The actual transformation uses the traversal scheme everywhere to reach
each and every subterm and to possibly replace variable names in the same
kind of patterns from which we extracted variable names.

Illustration 5.31 (Variable renaming for BIPL).
Haskell module Language.BIPL.Rename.Transformation

Renaming refactoring 
for state ids for finite 

state machines
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initial state locked { 

    ticket / collect -> unlocked; 

} 

state unlocked { 

    ticket / eject; 

    pass -> locked; 

}

+
state locked { 

   pass / alarm -> exception; 

} 

state exception { 

   ticket / eject; 

   pass; 

   mute; 

   release -> locked; 

}

initial state locked { 

    ticket / collect -> unlocked; 

    pass / alarm -> exception; 

} 

state unlocked { 

    ticket / eject; 

    pass -> locked; 

} 

state exception { 

   ticket / eject; 

   pass; 

   mute; 

   release -> locked; 

}

Fig. 2 Illustration of merging FSMs: on the left-hand side, the two operands (FSMs)
for merging are shown; on the right-hand side, the result of merging is shown—this is
the recurring turnstile FSM. The upper operand shows the non-exceptional behavior
whereas the lower operand shows the exceptional behavior.

sampleFsmRegular, sampleFsmException :: Fsm
sampleFsmRegular = Fsm [

State True "locked" [
(Transition "ticket" (Just "collect") "unlocked") ],

State False "unlocked" [
(Transition "ticket" (Just "eject") "unlocked"),
(Transition "pass" Nothing "locked") ]

]
sampleFsmException = Fsm [

State True "locked" [
(Transition "pass" (Just "alarm") "exception") ],

State False "exception" [
(Transition "ticket" (Just "eject") "exception"),
(Transition "pass" Nothing "exception"),
(Transition "mute" Nothing "exception"),
(Transition "release" Nothing "locked") ]

]
n

Let us identify the pre- and postconditions for this composition. This is
slightly involved. We begin by pointing out that the composition at hand does
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not involve any additional inputs other than the FSMs itself. Thus, it appears
to make sense to consider well-formedness of FSMs (Section 5.3.2) as a start-
ing point for both pre- and postconditions. However, well-formedness would
be both too weak and too strong in practice. Here are some considerations:

• When composing two or more FSMs, it would be unrealistic to require,
per precondition, that each of the operands has exactly one initial state;
the operands may fail to share the ultimate initial state. Instead, each
operand should have at most one initial state.

• It may be acceptable that neither of the operands has an initial state, if
we consider an intermediate stage of composing a well-formed (‘complete’)
FSM. For the same reason, the constraint reachableStates (Section 5.3.2)
should not be part of pre- and postconditions.

• The result of composition, per postcondition, should have at most one ini-
tial state—this is the same constraint that we imposed, per precondition,
on the operands. This (part of the) postcondition, however, is not implied
by (this part of) the precondition because the operands may have di�erent
initial states. Thus, we may need to actually check the postcondition, un-
less we strengthen the precondition so that two operands, in combination,
have at most one initial state.

• We include the well-formedness constraint resolvableTargetStates (Section 5.3.2)
into pre- and postconditions because each operand as much as the result
should never describe a transition to a state that is not explicitly declared
in the FSM at hand. (One may argue di�erently.)

Exercise 5.18 (Pre- and postconditions for merging FSMs). [Basic level]
Discuss the pros and cons of including a well-formedness constraint for de-
terministic FSMs (Section 5.3.2) into pre- and postconditions. n

We are ready to implement the pre- and postconditions. In fact, we define
one predicate ok which corresponds to both pre- and postcondition.

Illustration 5.33 (Pre-/postconditions for merging FSMs).
Haskell module Language.FSML.Merge.Condition

ok :: Fsm æ Bool
ok fsm = and $ map ($fsm) [

zeroOrOneInitialState,
distinctStateIds,
resolvableTargetStates,
deterministicTransitions ]

zeroOrOneInitialState :: Fsm æ Bool
zeroOrOneInitialState fsm = ...

length inis < 2
where

inis = [ getId s | s Ω getStates fsm, getInitial s ]
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...
n

The actual transformation is essentially a union-like operation at several
levels.

Illustration 5.34 (Transformation for FSM composition).
Haskell module Language.FSML.Merge.Transformation

merge :: Fsm æ Fsm æ Maybe Fsm
merge x y = do

guard $ ok x && ok y
let z = fromMap (unionWith f (toMap x) (toMap y))
guard $ ok z
return z

where
≠≠ Per≠state composition
f sx sy = State

(getInitial sx || getInitial sy)
(getId sx)
(getTransitions sx ++ getTransitions sy)

toMap = fromList . map (⁄ s æ (getId s, s)) . getStates
fromMap = Fsm . map snd . toList

n

That is:

• We represent FSMs as ‘maps’ from state ids to the actual state declara-
tions.

• In this manner, we can use a unionWith operation on maps which is param-
eterized by a helper f that combines two state declarations for the same
state id.

• A composed state is initial if either of the two operand states is initial.
The composed transitions are obtained by concatenating the operands’
transitions.

In terms of laws, we may commit to associativity and commutativity for
the merge composition:
x �merge� (y �merge� z) = x �merge� (y �merge� z)
x �merge� y = y �merge� x

Here, we glance over the detail here that merge returns a ‘maybe’. For these
laws to hold, we should ‘normalize’ FSMs in a way that the order of states
and transitions does not matter. We should also define equality on FSMs
in a manner that invokes normalization prior to plain structural equality.
Such aspects of normalization and relaxed equality are not uncommon in
implementing software transformations.

Model composition 
for finite state 

machines

…
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Illustration 5.13 (Euclidian division in BAL).
Haskell module Language.BAL.Sample

euclideanDiv = [
Const 14, Store "x", ≠≠ x = 14;
Const 4, Store "y", ≠≠ y = 4;
Const 0, Store "q", ≠≠ q = 0;
Load "x", Store "r", ≠≠ r = x;
Label "0", ≠≠ Beginning of while loop
Load "r", Load "y", Geq, ≠≠ (r >= y)
Not, CJump "1", ≠≠ Skip while loop
Load "r", Load "y", Sub, Store "r", ≠≠ r = r ≠ y;
Load "q", Const 1, Add, Store "q", ≠≠ q = q + 1;
Jump "0", ≠≠ Next iteration of loop
Label "1" ≠≠ Label to goto when skipping loop

]
n

The syntax of BAL is easily defined. For each BAL instruction form, we
also include its informal semantics as a comment. We elide several primitive
operations for brevity.

Illustration 5.14 (Abstract syntax of BAL).
Haskell module Language.BAL.Syntax

data Instr
= Const Int ≠≠ Push a constant onto the stack
| Store String ≠≠ Store TOS in storage and pop TOS
| Load String ≠≠ Push a storage cell�s content onto stack
| Label String ≠≠ Place a label as an address for jumps
| Jump String ≠≠ Jump to a label
| CJump String ≠≠ Jump to a label, if TOS is nonzero; also pop TOS
| Not ≠≠ Apply negation to TOS and replace it by result
| Add ≠≠ Apply addition to the two topmost stack elements; pop them; push result
...

n

Importantly, there are instruction forms for accessing the memory in a
symbol-based (i.e., name-based) manner. There are instruction forms for
jumping both conditionally and unconditionally to a label.

The translation of BIPL to BAL is essentially a function which maps
each BIPL statement or expression to a corresponding sequence of assembly
instructions. We encode this function as a recursive walk over BIPL’s syntac-
tical patterns such that instruction sequences are composed from recursive
results. Labels need to be introduced along the way, subject to some house
keeping. That is, an Int is passed around to represents the next ‘available’
label.
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the then-branch need to skip over the instructions for the else-branch. The
overall instruction sequence is obtained by concatenating the sequences
for condition, then-branch, and else-branch with appropriate insertions
for labels and jumps.

• While e s: This case is similar to the one for if-statements, as it involves
label placement and jumps.

The translation of expressions is even more straightforward and not further
explained here for brevity. To summarize, each statement and each expression
is mapped to zero, one, or more instructions while recursing into compound
statements and expressions and composing the recursively computed instruc-
tion sequences in appropriate ways. Along the way, house keeping is done so
that labels can be introduced consistently.

Exercise 5.10 (Compilation of functional programs). [Intermediate level]
The translation of function applications requires stack-based subroutines and
parameter passing. Extend BAL to provide enough expressiveness and devise
a translation from BFPL to the extended assembly language. n

5.2.3 Translation to machine code

The assembly language, as discussed above, makes some assumptions that
necessitate another phase of translation, if we want to arrive at the low level of
a machine language. Firstly, in BAL, labels are explicitly placed and arbitrary
names can be assigned to labels. In a low-level language, labels may be missing
so that jumps need to identify instruction addresses (subscripts). Secondly,
in BAL, memory access is symbol-based. In a low-level languages, memory
cells are identified by addresses (subscripts).

We use a fabricated machine language: BML—Basic Machine Language.
BML is very similar to BAL, but memory access leverages integers for ad-
dresses, and jumping leverages integers for the instruction pointer; there is
no label operation.

Illustration 5.16 (Euclidian division in BML).
Haskell module Language.BML.Sample

euclideanDiv = [Const 14,Store 0,Const 4,Store 1,Const 0,Store 2,Load 0,Store 3,Load 3,
Load 1,Geq,Not,CJump 22,Load 3,Load 1,Sub,Store 3,Load 2,Const 1,Add,Store 2,
Jump 8]

n

Illustration 5.17 (Abstract syntax of BML).
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Translation to assembler code

5.2 Compilation 15

Illustration 5.15 (Translation from BIPL to BAL).
Haskell module Language.BIPL.Compiler

compile :: Stmt æ [Instr]
compile s = fst (stmt s 0)

stmt :: Stmt æ Int æ ([Instr], Int)
stmt Skip l = ([], l)
stmt (Assign x e) l = (expr e ++ [Store x], l)
stmt (Seq s1 s2) l0 =

let
(zs1, l1) = stmt s1 l0
(zs2, l2) = stmt s2 l1

in (zs1 ++ zs2, l2)
stmt (If e s1 s2) l0 =
let l1 = l0+1

(zs1, l2) = stmt s1 (l1+1)
(zs2, l3) = stmt s2 l2

in (expr e
++ (CJump (show l0) : zs2)
++ (Jump (show l1) : (Label (show l0) : zs1))
++ [Label (show l1)], l3)

stmt (While e s) l0 =
let l1 = l0+1

(zs, l2) = stmt s (l1+1)
in ([Label (show l0)] ++ expr e

++ (Not : (CJump (show l1) : zs))
++ [Jump (show l0), Label (show l1)], l2)

expr :: Expr æ [Instr]
expr (IntConst i) = [Const i]
expr (Var x) = [Load x]
expr (Unary BIPL.Negate e) = expr (Binary BIPL.Sub (IntConst 0) e)
expr (Unary BIPL.Not e) = expr e ++ [BAL.Not]
expr (Binary o e1 e2) = expr e1 ++ expr e2 ++

[ case o of
BIPL.Add æ BAL.Add
...

n

We explain the translation rules for the statement forms.

• Skip: The empty instruction sequence ‘[]’ is returned with the unmodified
label counter.

• Assign x e: A Store x instruction is added to the instruction sequence for
the expression e; the label counter is not modified, as expressions do not
involve control flow.

• Seq s1 s2: The instruction sequences for the two statements s1 and s2 are
simply concatenated; the label counter is threaded through the two recur-
sive applications of the translation function.

• If e s1 s2: Two labels are used: label l0 is for the instructions of the else-
branch; label l1 is for the end of the if-statement, as the instructions for

…
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Pretty printing combinators
used for formatting FSMs
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initial state locked { 

    ticket/collect -> unlocked; 

    pass/alarm -> exception; 

} 

state unlocked { 

    ticket/eject; 

    pass -> locked; 

} 

…

horizontal composition

vertical composition

indentation

Legend

Fig. 3 Formatting with pretty-printer combinators: the FSM on the left-hand side is
readily formatted. The boxes explain how the format has emerged from the composition
of boxes by horizontal and vertical alignment as well as indentation.

7.4.1 Pretty printing combinators

The overall idea of the combinator-based approach is to view the output as
a document that is composed from smaller documents, down to the level
of pieces of text, by means of horizontal and vertical composition as well
as indentation. All the smaller documents can be viewed as boxes that are
aligned horizontally, vertically, and possibly indented [vdBV96]; see Figure 3
for an illustration. This approach is fundamentally di�erent from a more ad-
hoc approach where a programmer takes care of linebreaks and indentation
in, say, an imperative manner.

We demonstrate such pretty printing by means of suitable combinator
library [Hug95] in Haskell; there are combinators like this:

Interactive Haskell session:

I ≠≠ Switch to the module for formatting
I :m Text.PrettyPrint.HughesPJ
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
I ≠≠ The empty box
I :t empty
empty :: Doc
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
I ≠≠ A box exactly containing some given text
I :t text
text :: String æ Doc
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
I ≠≠ Horizontal composition of two boxes
I :t (<>)
(<>) :: Doc æ Doc æ Doc
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
I ≠≠ Space≠separated horizontal composition
I :t (<+>)
(<+>) :: Doc æ Doc æ Doc
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
I ≠≠ Vertical composition of two boxes
I :t ($$)
($$) :: Doc æ Doc æ Doc
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
I ≠≠ Vertical composition of a list of boxes
I :t vcat
vcat :: [Doc] æ Doc
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
I ≠≠ Indentation of a box by a number of spaces
I :t nest
nest :: Int æ Doc æ Doc

The type Doc is an abstract data type; eventually one may turn documents
into text:

Interactive Haskell session:

I show $ text "hello"
"hello"

The combinators satisfy some convenient algebraic laws. For instance, an
empty box is (left and right) unit of (even space-separated) horizontal com-
position. Thus:
empty <> x = x
x <> empty= x
empty <+> x = x
x <+> empty = x

We are ready to present a formatter (a pretty printer) for FSML. We
assume that an FSM is given in the abstract syntactical representation, as
discussed earlier.

Illustration 7.24 (Formatting FSML with pretty printer combinators).
Haskell module Language.FSML.CombinatorFormatter

fsm :: Fsm æ Doc
fsm (Fsm ss) = vcat (map state ss)

state :: State æ Doc
state (State initial source ts) =

(if initial then text "initial" else empty)
<+> text "state"
<+> text source
<+> text "{"
$$ nest 2 (vcat (map (transition source) ts))
$$ text "}"
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transition :: String æ Transition æ Doc
transition source (Transition ev ac target) =

text ev
<> maybe empty (⁄ ac�æ text "/" <> text ac�) ac
<+> (if source == target

then empty
else text "≠>" <+> text target)

<> text ";"
n

Thus, we designated a function to each type of the abstract syntax. The
states are formatted independently and the resulting boxes are vertically
composed; see the use of vcat in the function fsm. Each state is formatted
by a mix of horizontal and vertical composition; in particular, the vertically
composed transitions are indented; see the use of nest in the function state.
The function transition is parameterized by the source state id so that it can
leave out the target state id if it equals the source state id.

7.4.2 Template processing

A template is essentially a parameterized text (string). Several related tem-
plates may be organized in groups of named templates so that they can
invoke each other along with accessing given parameters. More abstractly, a
group of templates can be viewed as a mutually recursive system of func-
tions mapping parameter data to text on the grounds of filling parameters
or projections thereof into ‘holes’ in the templates. This process may also be
controlled by template conditions on the parameters.

Let us exercise template processing for the purpose of formatting FSM;
see Figure 4 for an illustration. Let us make some assumption about this
template processing problem:

• We assume that an FSM is given in the abstract syntactical representa-
tion, as discussed earlier. This abstract representation provides the initial
parameter for template processing.

• We need templates for the FSM, as a whole, for states, and for transitions,
as an FSM breaks down into many states, each of which breaks down into
many transitions.

• Lines breaks and indentation are to be captured by the templates. Alter-
natively, a lexical formatter [Opp80, BH13] could be applied as a postpro-
cessor.

• Template parameters should be set up in a way that no computations
need to be performed along formatting, thereby separating the concerns of
computation and formatting. In the case of FSML, we assume an abstract
syntax with an optional target state id so that formatting does not need
to test for equality between source and target state id.
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I/O behavior of template processing for FSML

initial state locked { 
  ticket/collect -> unlocked; 
  pass/alarm -> exception; 
} 
state unlocked { 
  ticket/eject; 
  pass -> locked; 
} 
…

Fsm [
  State {
   initial=True,
   stateid="locked",
   transitions=[
    Transition { event="ticket", action=Just "collect", target=Just "unlocked" },
    Transition { event="pass", action=Just "alarm", target=Just "exception" }
   ]
  },
  State {
   initial=False,
   stateid="unlocked",
   transitions=[
    Transition { event="ticket", action=Just "eject", target=Nothing },
    Transition { event="pass", action=Nothing, target=Just "locked" }
   ]
  },
  ...
]

[ 
  ("main", "$fsm.states:state()…$"), 
  (“state", "… state …”), 
  (“transition", "… -> …”) 
] 

Data

TextTemplates

Rendering

Fig. 4 I/O behavior of template processing for FSML.

In the following, we leverage the template processor HStringTemplate3

for Haskell; this is a Haskell port of the well-known template processor
StringTemplate4 [Par06].

Illustration 7.25 (Formatting FSML with template processing).
Haskell module Language.FSML.TemplateFormatter

1 templates :: STGroup String
2 templates = groupStringTemplates [
3 ("main", newSTMP "$fsm.states:state(); separator=�\n�$"),
4 ("state", newSTMP $ unlines [
5 "$if(it.initial)$initial $endif$state $it.stateid$ {",
6 "$it.transitions:transition(); separator=�\n�$",
7 "}"
8 ]
9 ),

10 ("transition", newSTMP (
11 " $it.event$\
12 \$if(it.action)$/$it.action$$endif$\
13 \$if(it.target)$ ≠> $it.target$$endif$\
14 \;"

3 https://hackage.haskell.org/package/HStringTemplate
4 http://www.stringtemplate.org/
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15 )
16 )
17 ]
18

19 format :: Fsm æ String
20 format fsm =
21 let Just t = getStringTemplate "main" templates
22 in render $ setAttribute "fsm" fsm t

n

The formatter captures the template group as a list of name-value pairs.
The values are strings which are spread out over multiple lines for readability
(see the multiline strings in the "state" template in line 4) or insertion of
linebreaks (see the use of unlines in the "transition" template in lines 10–15).
The format funcion retrieves the "main" template, sets the "fsm" attribute, and
starts rendering (lines 19-22). Within the templates, the following idioms are
used:

• Parameter references and template invocations are generally included be-
tween ‘$ · · ·$’.

• Components of parameters are selected by member-like access; see the use
of ‘.’ in various places.

• A template t is invoked by the idiom ‘$ . . . t(· · ·)$’ while parameters, if any,
are passed between the parentheses.

• Lists can be processed by an idiom ‘$l : t(· · ·);separator = · · ·$’ where l

denotes access to a list-typed parameter, t is the name of template to
be invoked on each element, and the separator declaration can be used
for injecting linebreaks or other separator between the rendered elements.
Within the template t, the element is referable to as the parameter ‘it’;
see several uses of ‘it’ in the templates.

• Conditional text may be modeled by the ‘$if(· · ·)$ · · ·$endif$’ idiom.
There are these forms of condition: test of a Boolean parameter, test for
the presence of an ‘optional’ parameter (a Maybe in Haskell), and possibly
others.

We refer to [RMKP12] for a more general discussion of template pro-
cessing; features of template processing are discussed in a systematic and
technology-independent manner, while assuming though the perspective of
model-to-text transformation.

A valuable property of templates is that they encourage the separation
between presentation and processing by means of a simple mapping of a data
structure for the initial parameters to text as opposed to performing ‘arbi-
trary’ computations along with text generation. A problematic property of
(mainstream) template processing is that there is no static guarantee that
the resulting text is syntactically correct and well-typed. Syntactic correct-
ness can be achieved by constraining template systems in a manner that the
relationship templates are derived from a given grammar in a systematic
manner [Wac09].
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Laws of an expression language

12.1 Term rewriting 3

X +0 = X -- Unit of addition
X ú1 = X -- Unit of multiplication
X ú0 = 0 -- Zero of multiplication
X +Y = Y +X -- Commutativity of addition
X úY = Y úX -- Commutativity of multiplication
(X +Y )+Z = X +(Y +Z) -- Associativity of addition
(X úY )úZ = X ú (Y úZ) -- Associativity of multiplication
(X úY )+(X úZ) = X ú (Y +Z) -- Distributivity

We should think of applying these laws—from either left to right or right to
left—to appropriate subterms of a given term (an EL expression or a bigger
BFPL or BIPL program phrase). In sample expressions, we use lowercase
letters a, b, c, . . . as variables in the sense of the EL language—these would
be program variables in BIPL and BFPL.

Here is a rewriting step applying the second equation:

a+ bú1+ c = a+ b+ c

We have applied the equation from left to right. We underlined the subex-
pressions which are instances of the left- and right-hand sides of the equation.
In rewriting, we also use the term ‘redex’ to refer to subterms to which a
rewrite rule (or an equation) is applied or applicable.

Exercise 12.1 (Additional rules for EL). [Basic level]
Identify additional algebraic laws for EL—specifically also some rules that
involve operators that are not yet exercised by the laws stated above. n

While there exist rewriting approaches that also deal with undirected equa-
tions, we focus here on the case of directed equations or, in fact, rules that are
to be applied from left to right. Let us use the arrow ‘ ’ for separating left
and right-hand side. For instance, the first law may be reasonably directed
from left to right, as this direction would be useful in applying the rule for
the sake of simplification. In fact, the first three equations can be understood
as simplification rules, when directed from left to right. Thus, there are these
simplification rules; we will revisit the other laws later on:

X +0 X -- Unit of addition
X ú1  X -- Unit of multiplication
X ú0  0 -- Zero of multiplication

A rewrite rule consists thus of a left- and a right-hand side; these are both
patterns of object programs. The assumed semantics of applying a rewrite rule
is that the left-hand side is matched with a given term with its metavariables
bound to subterms in case matching succeeds; the result is constructed from
the bound metavariables according to the right-hand side.
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Implemented rewrite rules 
for simplification of expressions

12.1 Term rewriting 5

Illustration 12.3 (Haskell encoding of abstract syntax of EL).
Haskell resource languages/EL/Haskell/Language/EL/Syntax.hs

≠≠ Expressions
data Expr =

IntConst Int | BoolConst Bool | Var String | Unary UOp Expr | Binary BOp Expr Expr
≠≠ Unary operators
data UOp = Negate | Not
≠≠ Binary operators
data BOp = Add | Sub | Mul | Lt | Le | Eq | Geq | Gt | And | Or

n

When representing (groups of) rewrite rules as Haskell functions, we need
to be careful to define functions in a manner that function application will
not ‘fail’ (as in ‘throwing an exception’) when matching would normally fail.
To this end, we operate in the Maybe monad and add a catch-all case which
returns Nothing. (Trivially, pattern variables start in lower case per the syntax
rules of Haskell.) The group of simplification rules for EL are represented thus
in Haskell as follows.

Illustration 12.4 (Haskell encoding of EL simplification rules).
Haskell resource languages/EL/Haskell/Language/EL/Rules/Simplify.hs

simplify :: Expr æ Maybe Expr
simplify (Binary Add x (IntConst 0)) = Just x
simplify (Binary Mul x (IntConst 1)) = Just x
simplify (Binary Mul x (IntConst 0)) = Just $ IntConst 0
simplify _ = Nothing

n

We may apply the Haskell-based rewrite rules as follows.

Interactive Haskell session:

I simplify (Binary Add (Var "a") (IntConst 0))
Just (Var "a")
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
I simplify (IntConst 42)
Nothing
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
I simplify (Binary Add (Var "a") (Binary Add (Var "b") (IntConst 0)))
Nothing
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
I simplify (Binary Add (IntConst 0) (Var "a"))
Nothing

The first application succeeds because the simplification rule for the unit
of addition is applicable. The second application fails because none of the
simplification rules applies to the expression at hand. Arguably, we may want
to pick a default other than Nothing such that the input term is returned,
as is, if no rule was applicable. The third application also fails despite the
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as is, if no rule was applicable. The third application also fails despite the
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presence of a subexpression to which the simplification rule for the unit of
addition would be applicable, but note that we apply simplify directly; we
do not in any way descend in the argument to find redexes. Ultimately, we
need ‘normalization’, as discussed below. The fourth application also fails
because the simplification rule for the unit of addition only checks for the
unit on the right. We may need to combine simplification with the rules for
commutativity somehow.

In Haskell, we may also write more versatilve rewrite rules taking ad-
vantage of Haskell’s functional programming expressiveness. In the following
examples, we use guards, extra parameters, and function composition in the
‘rewrite rules’.

Illustration 12.5 (Additional rules illustrating use of Haskell in rewriting).

Haskell resource languages/EL/Haskell/Language/EL/MoreRules.hs

≠≠ Cancel double negation on Ints
doubleNegate (Unary Negate (Unary Negate e)) = Just e
doubleNegate (Unary Negate (IntConst i)) | i <= 0 = Just (IntConst (≠i))
doubleNegate _ = Nothing

≠≠ Swap variable names
swap x y (Var z) | z == x = Just (Var y)
swap x y (Var z) | z == y = Just (Var x)
swap _ _ _ = Nothing

≠≠ Compose simplification with optional commute
simplify� x = simplify x �mplus� commute x >>=simplify

n

That is, the doubleNegate function removes two patterns of double negation;
the first pattern is about actually using the negation operator twice; the
second pattern is about applying negation to a negative number. The swap
function is parametrized by two variable names x and y and it replaces each
occurrence of x by y and vice versa. The simplify� function builds a choice
from the plain simplify function such that in the case of failure of simplify,
the commutability rules are applied prior to trying simplify again. Here we
assume that we have also ‘directed’ laws for commutativity. (The choice of
direction does not matter in this case, as both orders are literally equivalent
in a semantic sense.)

Illustration 12.6 (Haskell encoding of EL commutativity).
Haskell resource languages/EL/Haskell/Language/EL/Rules/Commute.hs

commute :: Expr æ Maybe Expr
commute (Binary Add x y) = Just $ Binary Add y x
commute (Binary Mul x y) = Just $ Binary Mul y x
commute _ = Nothing
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n

We may apply the commutativity-aware definition as follows.

Interactive Haskell session:

I simplify� (Binary Add (IntConst 0) (Var "a"))
Just (Var "a")

That is, this application succeeds and returns a simplified term whereas
the application of the original simplify function failed.

12.1.3 Normalization

Rewrite rules, by themselves, are not expressive enough in a computational
sense; rewrite rules only model ‘steps’ of rewriting. We need a normalization
strategy atop so that rewrite rules are applied, in some sense, exhaustively.
If we had a corresponding normalization function in Haskell, then we may be
able to apply the simplify function in the following manner.

Interactive Haskell session:

I normalize simplify (Binary Add (Var "a") (Binary Add (Var "b") (IntConst 0)))
Binary Add (Var "a") (Var "b")

Thus,‘a+(b+0)’ is simplified to ‘a+b’, when expressed in concrete syntax;
we underline the redex for clarity. The following function makes one very
specific attempt at normalization, as assumed above.

Illustration 12.7 (Exhaustive application of rewrite rules).
Haskell resource languages/EL/Haskell/Language/EL/Normalizer.hs

normalize :: (Expr æ Maybe Expr) æ Expr æ Expr
normalize f e = let e� = pass e in if e==e� then e else normalize f e�

where
≠≠ Apply one pass of normalization
pass e = sub (maybe e id (f e))
≠≠ Push normalization into subexpressions
sub (Unary o e) = Unary o (pass e)
sub (Binary o e1 e2) = Binary o (pass e1) (pass e2)
sub e = e

n

The function recursively traverses into the given EL expression and applies
the argument f to the root and all subexpressions. When f fails, then we
maintain the input term, as is; see the application of maybe. Careful inspection
suggests that normalization commences in top-down manner, as f is applied to
an expression e, before recursive application. It is clear that as many recursive
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In both variations, we use as generic default. In the first case, is feasible, too.
Generic defaults other than and are also sensible. One could, for example, con-
sider recursive descent as generic default which is only meant to happen if the type of
the basic action and the type of the given datum do not fit.

5 A strategic programming library

The power of our small set of basic combinators can best be demonstrated with a few
examples. Fig. 4 shows a list of combinators defined in terms of the basic ones. The
first two control patterns and do not involve traversal control whereas the
remaining combinators define different traversal schemes.

Fig. 4. Some defined strategy combinators

Non-traversal control The combinator manipulates the success value of its argu-
ment strategy: recovers from failure of via if necessary. This control pattern
is useful whenever it must be enforced that a given action succeeds. The incoming
datum is returned when normally would fail. The combinator serves for fix-
point computation: applies its argument strategy repeatedly until fails.
This control pattern is useful in the definition of traversal schemes whenever traversal
involves exhaustive application of actions.

In both variations, we use as generic default. In the first case, is feasible, too.
Generic defaults other than and are also sensible. One could, for example, con-
sider recursive descent as generic default which is only meant to happen if the type of
the basic action and the type of the given datum do not fit.
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fulltd
oncebuoncetd
stoptd

Fig. 1 Illustration of di�erent traversal schemes. (Source: [LVV02])

and Prolog [Läm09] and it is available in di�erent meta-programming sys-
tems in one form or another; the notion has been pioneered by Strate-
go/XT [VBT98, BKVV08].

Figure 1 illustrates a number of ‘strategic’ traveral schemes in terms of
what nodes are encountered along the traversal and whether the given strat-
egy fails or succeeds (‘Nothing’ versus ‘Just’) at the node; black versus gray
nodes). We explain the schemes here informally and hint at applications. All
schemes are applied to an argument strategy s; a collection of rewrite rules
can be considered the most basic form of a strategy:

fulltd The argument strategy s is applied to all nodes in a top-down, depth-
first manner; application needs to succeed for all nodes. The scheme is used
when a transformation should be applied ‘everywhere’ and it is clear that
the underlying rewrite rules do not introduce new redexes in subterms as
this could possibly cause nontermination. The function doubleNegate of
Figure 12.5 could be applied in this manner; the scheme is suitable to find
and eliminate arbitrarily nested occurrences of double negation.

stoptd The scheme also models top-down, depth-first traversal, but traver-
sal does not visit subtrees for nodes at which application succeeded. The
scheme is used when either redexes can be ruled out to exist below suc-
cessful nodes or rewrites may create redexes that must not be considered
in the interest of termination, e.g., when inlining recursive abstractions.
The function swap of Figure 12.5 could be applied in this manner. A fulltd
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Below we illustrate two one-layer traversal
combinators: to process all immediate
components, and to process the leftmost
one for which the argument strategy succeeds.
(Shaded vs. black nodes represent failure vs.
success of processing.)

Below we illustrate two recursive comple-
tions of the one-layer combinators. The upper
one completes into a full top-down traver-
sal (for short, ). The lower one com-
pletes into a single-hit bottom-up traver-
sal (for short, ).

Fig. 2. Strategic traversal with one-layer combinators

Expressiveness complemented by a method The strategic programming idiom encom-
passes both expressiveness and a method for designing and implementing traversal
functionality. The ‘strategic’ expressiveness is basically that strategies are first-class
citizens, and that recursive traversal schemes can be composed in all kinds of ways
from primitive one-layer traversal combinators. This expressiveness is sometimes hard,
sometimes easy to achieve— depending on the targeted programming paradigm, the re-
quired strength of typing and convenience for the programmer. The ‘strategic’ method
can be summarised in the following steps for the implementation of a piece of strategic
traversal functionality:

1. identification of a reusable traversal scheme,
2. definition of the problem-specific ingredients, and
3. synthesis of the traversal by parameter passing.

Normally, the reusable traversal schemes is completely generic where all problem-
specific actions are anticipated via parameters. The problem-specific ingredients of a
traversal are type-specific actions or generic actions with type-specific branches. These
actions are meant to describe how data of ‘interesting’ types is processed when encoun-
tered in the course of the traversal. The strategic method, although general, is in no way
difficult. This method of decomposition has been simply overlooked elsewhere.

Variation points in traversal The strategic method enables and even encourages the
programmer to reflect on the variation points in traversal control for a piece of traversal
functionality in a given context. The separation of basic actions and traversal control is
at the very heart of strategic programming, and it makes it easy to alter the design of a
traversal. These are some variation points for traversal control:

– transformation vs. query,
– top-down vs. bottom-up traversal,
– depth-first vs. breadth-first traversal,
– left-to-right traversal and vice versa,
– single vs. nested or cascaded traversal,

all versus one
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Fig. 2 Layer-by-layer traversal. (Source: [LVV02])

traversal is not necessary, as redexes for renaming cannot occur inside
variables.

oncebu The argument strategy s is applied to all nodes in bottom-up
manner; traversal stops upon the first successful application. Focusing on
one redex at a time is a testament to the overall assumption that a single
traversal may be insu�cient to find and eliminate all redexes as rewrites
may enable more rewrites. Thus, in general, a repeated application of
given rewrite rules may be needed for completeness’ sake. We mentioned
innermost before as a general normalization strategy; it can be defined by
means of repeating oncebu.

oncetd Just like oncebu, but traversal commences in top-down manner.

We would like to give precise definitions of the schemes. In fact, we would
like to define the schemes as abstractions in Haskell, thereby also revealing
the expressiveness that may be needed when a strategic programmer wants to
define yet other traversals or schemes thereof. We need two special primitives
for what we refer to as layer-by-layer traversal; see Figure 2 for an illustration;
both primitives are applied to an argument strategy s:

all The argument strategy s is applied to all immediate subterms of a
given term; in fact, all applications have to succeed or otherwhise the
all strategy fails. Thus, an all strategy essentially rewrites the immediate
subterms (the ‘children’) of a term.

one The argument strategy s is applied to all immediate subterms (from
left to right) until one application succeeds. If all applications fail, then
the one strategy fails, too. Thus, an one strategy essentially rewrites one
immediate subterm (a ‘child’) of a term.

The following code sketch illustrates how all could be defined for EL ex-
pressions:
all s (IntConst i) = IntConst <$> s i
all s (BoolConst b) = BoolConst <$> s b
all s (Var v) = Var <$> s v
all s (Unary o e1) = Unary <$> s o <�> s e1
all s (Binary o e1 e2) = Binary <$> s o <�> s e1 <�> s e2
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That is, the argument s (which is essentially a polymorphic function) is
applied to all immediate subterms by combining the applications in the ap-
plicative functor style. (We could also use monadic bind instead.) There is
one case for every constructor.

In reality, all and one are generically defined or definable for all (most)
Haskell types based on the type-class instances for Haskell’s ‘Scrap Your
Boilerplate’ approach to generic functional programming [LJ03, LJ04, LJ05].
That is, the shown code would be essentially derived by the Haskell compiler.

The following library defines the earlier traversal schemes and it also pro-
vides more basic combinators.

Illustration 12.8 (A small strategic programming library).
Haskell resource lib/Haskell/Data/Generics/Strategies.hs

≠≠ Strategic traversal schemes
fulltd s = s �sequ� all (fulltd s)
fullbu s = all (fullbu s) �sequ� s
stoptd s = s �choice� all (stoptd s)
oncetd s = s �choice� one (oncetd s)
oncebu s = one (oncebu s) �choice� s
innermost s = repeat (oncebu s)

≠≠ Basic strategy combinators
s1 �sequ� s2 = ⁄ x æ s1 x >>=s2 ≠≠ monadic function composition
s1 �choice� s2 = ⁄ x æ s1 x �mplus� s2 x ≠≠ monadic choice
all = ... ≠≠ depends on type class Data
one = ... ≠≠ depends on type class Data

≠≠ Helper strategy combinators
try s = s �choice� return ≠≠ recover from failure
vary s v = s �choice� (v �sequ� s) ≠≠ preprocess term, if necessary
repeat s = try (s �sequ� repeat s) ≠≠ repeat strategy until failure

≠≠ Strategy builders
orFail f = const mzero �extM� f ≠≠ fail for all other types
orSucceed f = return �extM� f� ≠≠ id for all other types
where f� x = f x �mplus� return x ≠≠ id in case of failure

n

Thus, the traversal schemes are essentially defined in terms of sequential
composition (sequ), left-biased choice, all, one, and recursive function defini-
tion. The strategy builders are needed to turn type-specfic rewrite rules into
generic functions so that we can traverse into terms of di�erent types. (For
instance, we may want to optimize expressions within BIPL statements or
BFPL functions.) Several traversal schemes and the strategy builders are
illiustrated below.

Interactive Haskell session:

A strategy 
library in 
Haskell
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≠≠ The expression "a + b � 0" with simplification potential
I let e1 = Binary Add (Var "a") (Binary Mul (Var "b") (IntConst 0))
≠≠ The expression "((a � b) � c) � d" associated to the left
I let e2 = Binary Mul (Binary Mul (Binary Mul (Var "a") (Var "b")) (Var "c")) (Var "d")
≠≠ The expression "0 + a�� requiring commutativity for simplification
I let e3 = Binary Add (IntConst 0) (Var "a")
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

≠≠ Incomplete simplification with fulltd
I fulltd (orSucceed simplify) e1
Binary Add (Var "a") (IntConst 0)
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

≠≠ Complete simplification with fullbu
I fullbu (orSucceed simplify) e1
Var "a"
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

≠≠ Incomplete association to the right with fullbu
I fullbu (orSucceed associate) e2
Binary Mul (Var "a") (Binary Mul (Binary Mul (Var "b") (Var "c")) (Var "d"))
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

≠≠ Complete association to the right with innermost
I innermost (orFail associate) e2
Binary Mul (Var "a") (Binary Mul (Var "b") (Binary Mul (Var "c") (Var "d")))
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

≠≠ Apply simpification module commutativity
I vary (orFail simplify) (orFail commute) e3
Var "a"

Exercise 12.5 (Applicability of innermost). [Basic level]
Consider again the swap function of Illustration 12.5. Why would a traversal
based on innermost not produce the correct result with all occurrences of the
two variables consistently swapped? n

12.1.5 Additional rewriting-related concerns

Other traveral idioms

We mention in passing that the primitives all and one are only su�-
cient for type-preserving transformations. If we wanted to use rewriting
or strategic programming to extract data or to perform any other kind
of non-type-preserving operations, then we would need additional primi-
tives [VBT98, LVV02, Läm03], but we do not discuss this here. Traversal
schemes may also need to maintain additional arguments in the sense of en-
vironments and states so that information is passed down and updated along
traversal. Traversal can also be combined with rewriting in ways other than
by the strategies of this section. For instance, traversals may also be set up as

Strategy 
application 
in Haskell
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for finite state machines in Haskell programs

7.5 Concrete object syntax 35

An obvious drawback of this poorman’s approach is that the proper use
of the object language’s syntax is not checked at compile time. Syntax errors
as well as issues with conformance of the query to the underlying database
schema would only be found at runtime. Perhaps a less obvious consequence
of such poor checking is that programs become even vulnerable to injection
attacks [BDV07, BDV10]. In this section, we focus on proper syntax-aware
embedding of the object language into the metalanguage. In an extended
Java language such that SQL is embedded, the above example may look as
follows; this code is again adopted from [BDV07, BDV10]:

SQL q = <| SELECT id FROM users WHERE
name = ${userName} AND password = ${password} |>;

if (executeQuery(q.toString()).size() == 0) ...

The key idea is that, within the metalanguage (here: Java), we can embed
object program fragments (here: SQL) by means of an appropriate escaping
or quoting mechanism (see the ‘<| · · · |>’ brackets) and we can escape back
to the metalanguage to fill in details computed in the metaprogram (see the
access to Java variables such as serName$u). Thus, syntax of object and metalanguage
syntax are amalgamated in a certain manner.

7.5.1 Basic object syntax embedding

We will discuss here an approach to concrete object syntax which combines
so-called quasi-quotation and language or syntax embedding [Mai07, Tra08,
WH13]. We begin with a trivial example. Consider the following Haskell code
which declares a binding for a finite state machine. We use so-called quasi-
quote brackets ‘[fsml| · · · |]’ (or Oxford brackets) to quote an FSM with the
Haskell code.

Illustration 7.26 (Embedding of FSML into Haskell).
Haskell module Language.FSML.QQ.Sample

turnstileFsm :: Fsm
turnstileFsm = [fsml|

initial state locked {
ticket / collect æ unlocked;
pass / alarm æ exception;

}
state unlocked {

ticket / eject;
pass æ locked;

}
state exception {

ticket / eject;
pass;
mute;
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release æ locked;
}

|]
n

Quasi-quotation is realized (in Haskell) such that the quoted text is ac-
tually parsed at compile time. What happens underneath is that the parser
sythesizes an abstract syntax tree using the regular algebraic datatype-based,
abstract syntactical representation of the parsed language and the resulting
expression is then mapped to Haskell and inserted into the code of the mod-
ule. Thus, the shown binding has exactly the same meaning as if we had
written Haskell code using abstract syntax instead. This can be compared
with storing the FSM in a file and parsing it at runtime—except that quasi-
quotation allows us to embed the FSM directly into the Haskell code and
parsing happens transparently at compile time.

The quasi-quote brackets specify the language to be used; this is fsml in
the example. The name is, in fact, the name of a binding of type QuasiQuoter,
subject to Haskell’s extension for quasi-quotation [Mai07] based also on Tem-
plate Haskell [SP02]. A quasi-quoter essentially describes how to map strings
to Haskell expressions or elements of other categories of Haskell’s syntax.

Illustration 7.27 (A quasi-quoter for FSML).
Haskell module Language.FSML.QuasiQuoter

fsml :: QuasiQuoter
fsml = QuasiQuoter

{ quoteExp = quoteFsmlExp
, quotePat = undefined
, quoteType = undefined
, quoteDec = undefined
}

quoteFsmlExp :: String æ Q Exp
quoteFsmlExp str = do

x Ω parseQ fsm str
case check x of

[] æ dataToExpQ (const Nothing) x
errs æ error $ unlines errs

n

Thus, the quasi-quoter is a record with four components, each one applying
to a di�erent syntactic category. We are only concerned with expressions here
(see quoteExp = · · ·) and we leave the components for patterns, types, and
declarations undefined. Let us describe the actual binding for quoteFsmlExp in
terms of three phases:

Parsing The expression parseQ fsm str parses the string str between the quasi-
quote brackets; it uses a standard parser fsm (as of Section 7.3.4). The
function parseQ is a convenience wrapper around the normal run function
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Splices for metavariables
in simplification rules for expressions38 7 Concrete syntax—implementation

-- Laws on expressions
x + 0 = x
x * 1 = x
x * 0 = 0

-- Implementation based on abstract object syntax
commute :: Expr -> Maybe Expr
commute (Binary Add x y) = Just $ Binary Add y x
commute (Binary Mul x y) = Just $ Binary Mul y x
commute _ = Nothing

-- Implementation based on concrete object syntax
commute :: Expr -> Maybe Expr
commute [el| $x + $y |] = Just [el| $y + $x |]
commute [el| $x * $y |] = Just [el| $y * $x |]
commute _ = Nothing

-- Laws on expressions
x + 0 = x
x * 1 = x
x * 1 = 0

-- Implementation based on abstract object syntax
simplify :: Expr -> Maybe Expr
simplify (Binary Add x (IntConst 0)) = Just x
simplify (Binary Mul x (IntConst 1)) = Just x
simplify (Binary Mul x (IntConst 0)) = Just $ IntConst 0
simplify _ = Nothing

-- Implementation based on concrete object syntax
simplify :: Expr -> Maybe Expr
simplify [el| $x + 0 |] = Just [el| $x |]
simplify [el| $x * 1 |] = Just [el| $x |]
simplify [el| $x * 0 |] = Just [el| 0 |]
simplify _ = Nothing

Fig. 5 Comparison of simplification rules (or laws) versus an encoding as a function
on abstract syntax versus an encoding as a function on concrete syntax based on quasi-
quotation.

encoding of rules as functions on abstract syntax, and we show an encoding
which relies on concrete object syntax for EL in Haskell.

Between the quasi-quote brackets, we use anti-quotation in terms of
‘$’-prefixed identifiers to denote meta-variables of the metalanguage (i.e.,
Haskell). For instance, the regular Haskell pattern Binary Add x (IntConst 0) is
written as in concrete object syntax as [el| $x + 0 |] with $x as a meta-variable
(i.e., Haskell variable). We need this special syntax for meta-variables be-
cause, without the $-sign, we would denote an object-variable, i.e., a variable
of the EL language according to its concrete syntax. Thus, we need an ex-
tended syntax for EL with a new case for meta-variables.

Illustration 7.28 (EL syntax extension for metavariables).

Haskell module Language.EL.QQ.Syntax

data Expr
= ... ≠≠ The same syntax as before
| MetaVar String ≠≠ An additional constructor for the abstract syntax

Haskell module Language.EL.QQ.Parser

factor :: Parser Expr
factor

= ... ≠≠ The same syntax as before
<|> (MetaVar <$> (op "$" >> identifier)) ≠≠ An additional choice in parsing
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An attributed CST for a binary number
12.2 Attribute grammars 15

‘1’ ‘0’ ‘1’ ‘.’ ‘0’ ‘1’

one zero one zero one

rational

single

many

single

many

many

number

104 0 .25

1

1

5

.25

.25

.25

5.25

Fig. 3 An attributed syntax tree for the binary number ‘101.01’.

lates attributes of nonterminal symbols within the scope of a specific context-
free rule. The order of computation (attribution) is not explicitly described,
but it can be inferred from the attribute dependencies expressed by the
computational rules. In Chapter 7, we discussed already a limited form of
attribute grammars: grammars enhanced by semantic actions for AST con-
struction to serve as input for a parser generator.

AGs are supported explicitly by some metaprogramming systems with des-
ignated AG languages, e.g., Eli [KPJ98], JastAdd [Hed11], Silver [VBGK10],
or (Aspect)Lisa [RMHP06] and these systems support several AG exten-
sions [KW94, LR99, Läm99]. The AG-style of metaprogramming and com-
putation can also be leveraged, if a su�ciently powerful (declarative) meta-
language is used. In particular, AGs can be ‘encoded’ in functional program-
ming [SAS99, SKV13], as we will show below. Furthermore, a limited form
of AGs is also supported by mainstream parser generators such as ANTLR,
which we discussed earlier. In this section, we introduce the notion of AGs
as a means of approaching problems of analysis, annotation, and translation.

12.2.1 The basic formalism

We begin with a trivial problem to explain the basics of AGs. In Figure 3, we
show an attributed CST for a binary number in the sense of the Binary Num-
ber Language (BNL) the concrete syntax of which was defined in Chapter 6.
Decimal values for the relevant subtrees are shown next to the nodes. That
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An attribute grammar
for binary-to-decimal number conversion
12.2 Attribute grammars 17

That is, the inherited attribute Pos of the right-hand symbol bits is equated
with the di�erence between the synthesized attribute Len of the right-hand
symbol bits and 1, thereby defining the position of the heading bit in the
sequence. The synthesized attribute Val of the left-hand side is equated with
the sum of the Val attributes of the right-hand side, thereby combining the
value of the integer and fractional parts of th binary number.

These are the remaining context-free rules and the associated computa-
tional rules.
[single] bits : bit ;

bit.Pos = bits.Pos
bits.Val = bit.Val
bits.Len = 1
In the following context-free rule, we assign subscripts 0 and 1 to the dif-

ferent occurrences of bits so that we can refer to the di�erent attributes in
the computational rules accordingly.
[many] bits0 : bit bits1 ;

bit.Pos = bits0.Pos
bits1.Pos = bits0.Pos - 1
bits0.Val = bit.Val + bits1.Val
bits0.Len = bits1.Len + 1

[zero] bit : �0� ;

bit.Val = 0
[one] bit : �1� ;

bit.Val = 2bit.Pos

[integer] rest : ;

rest.Val = 0
[rational] rest : �.� bits ;

rest.Val = bits.Val
bits.Pos = -1 n

In Figure 4, we show again the CST for ‘101.01’ and we associate each CST
node with extra nodes for all the attributes of the relevant nonterminals. We
use superscripts on the attribute names to make them unique across the tree.
(The ids model selection of the node. For instance, the id ‘1.2’ states that we
select the first subtree of the root and then the second subtree of the result.)
In the figure, we also show the attribute dependencies in the tree, as defined
by the computational rules; see the dotted arrows. The target of an arrow
corresponds to the left-hand side of a computational rule.

It is worth noticing how the attribute dependencies point down- and up-
wards in the tree. Consider, for example, Len1 which is computed upwards
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is, the nodes for the individual bits carry attributes for values that take into
account the position of each bit. The nodes for bit sequences carry attributes
for values that arise as sums of values for subtrees. For instance, the decimal
value for the bit sequence ‘101’ is 5 = 4+0+1.

We may need additional (auxiliary) attributes to compute the actual deci-
mal values. In one model, we may assign a position (. . . , 2, 1, 0, -1, -2, . . . ) to
each bit and we may maintain the length of a bit sequence to be able to ac-
tually compute the value for any bit. The following table shows all attributes
that we want to compute.

Nonterminal Attribute I/S Type
number Val S float

bits Val S float
bit Val S float
rest Val S float
bits Pos I integer
bit Pos I integer
bits Len S natural

As the table clarifies, attributes are assigned to nonterminals. An attribute
is classified as either inherited or synthesized. We use the classifiers inherited
(‘I’) or synthesized (‘S’) to express that the attribute is to be passed down
or up in the tree, respectively.

An AG associates a collection of computational rules with each context-
free rule p. Each computational rule is of the following form:

x0.a0 = f(x1.a1, . . . ,xm.am)

where x0, . . . , xm are nonterminals of the context-free rule, a0, . . . , am

are attributes of the nonterminals, and f is any sort of ‘operation’ on the
attributes. Conceptually, the computational rules state relationships on at-
tributes. Computationally, these rules, when collected for all attributes in a
CST, can be evaluated to compute all attribute values.

An AG is well-formed, if there is exactly one computational rule for each
synthesized attribute of a context-free rule’s left-hand side and for each in-
herited attribute of each nonterminal of a context-free rule’s right-hand side.
This well-formedness property is easily checked and it guarantees that the
rules actually su�ce to compute all attribute values unambigiously.

Illustration 12.10 (An attribute grammar for number conversion). Con-
sider the first context-free rule and the associated computational rules:
[number] number : bits rest ;

bits.Pos = bits.Len - 1
number.Val = bits.Val + rest.Val
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bits0.Val = 2 * bits1.Val + bit.Val
bits0.Len = bits1.Len + 1 n

12.2.3 Functional programming-based encoding

Attribute grammars provide a declarative, computational paradigm that is
actually very similar to (some form of) functional programming. That is, we
may encode AGs as disciplined functional programs [SAS99, SKV13]. The
encoding scheme is summarized as follows:

• Without loss of generality, we operate on the abstract as opposed to the
concrete syntax. That is, we interpret computational rules on top of alge-
braic constructors as opposed to context-free rules.

• We associate each syntactic category with a function which models the
computational rules for the cases of the category. The inherited attributes
of the category become function arguments; the synthesized attributes
become function results. Overall, we switch from the use of attribute names
to the use of positions in argument and result tuples.

• Types of attribute values and operations on these types—as they are re-
ferred to in computational rules—are also to be modeled in the functional
program. The operations correspond to additional functions.

This encoding is illustrated for the AG for binary-to-decimal number con-
version.

Illustration 12.14 (Haskell-based abstract syntax of BNL).
Haskell resource languages/BNL/Haskell/Language/BNL/Syntax.hs

data Number = Number Bits Rest
data Bits = Single Bit | Many Bit Bits
data Bit = Zero | One
data Rest = Integer | Rational Bits

n

Illustration 12.15 (Binary to decimal number conversion in Haskell).
Haskell resource languages/BNL/Haskell/Language/BNL/Conversion.hs

number :: Number æ Float
number (Number bs r) = val0

where
(len1, val1) = bits bs pos1
pos1 = len1 ≠ 1
val2 = rest r
val0 = val1 + val212.2 Attribute grammars 23

bits :: Bits æ Int æ (Int, Float)
bits (Single b) pos = (1, bit b pos)
bits (Many b bs) pos0 = (len0, val0)

where
val1 = bit b pos0
(len1, val2) = bits bs pos1
pos1 = pos0 ≠ 1
len0 = len1 + 1
val0 = val1 + val2

bit :: Bit æ Int æ Float
bit Zero _pos = 0
bit One pos = 2^^pos

rest :: Rest æ Float
rest Integer = 0
rest (Rational bs) = val

where
(_len, val) = bits bs pos
pos = ≠1

n

Because of the generality of attribute grammars, the result of encoding may
be such that function arguments depend on results. This happens once for
number conversion. Consider the function corresponding to the rule [number],
which we repeat for clarity:
number (Number bs r) = val0

where
(len1, val1) = bits bs pos1
pos1 = len1 ≠ 1
val2 = rest r
val0 = val1 + val2

The result of applying the function bits includes the length len1 of the bit
sequence which is then used in setting up pos1, i.e., the position of the heading
bit in the sequence, to be passed as an argument to the same application. This
functional program is sounds only for lazy (as opposed to eager) language
semantics. Incidentally, this example demonstrates that AGs are declarative
in nature because attribute dependencies are described without committing
to a particular order of computation.

12.2.4 Computations versus conditions

AGs are routinely used to impose ‘context conditions’ on syntactical struc-
ture. That is, we may use AGs e�ectively to represent typing and name
binding rules of a software language. If we want to model conditions, then,
in principle, we can simply use computational rules on Boolean-typed at-
tributes. Alternatively, we may assume a more convenient AG notation with

…

Binary-to 
decimal-number 

conversion in 
Haskell
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Use-case inlining
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Illustration 12.22 (A power function in Haskell).
Haskell resource samples/Haskell/Power.hs

power :: Int æ Int æ Int
power n x =

if n==0
then 1
else x � power (n≠1) x

n

Now assume that within some part of our program, we need the power 3
time and again. We may even define a designated application of the power
function and use it as illustrated below.

Interactive Haskell session:
I let power3 = power 3
I power3 3
27
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
I power3 4
64
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
I ...

Alas, the overhead of applying the recursively defined function power hap-
pens, even for applications of power3 unless we imagine a Haskell compiler
that somehow decides to inline recursive function applications in some way.
Multi-stage programming allows us to express explicitly that the recursion is
to be inlined on the grounds of the statically known argument to power.

12.3.2 Quasi-quotes and splicing

In Template Haskell, we may define a variation on the power function which
is recursive, at compile time, and generates non-recursive code for a fixed first
argument. Consider the following Template Haskell variation on the power
function.

Illustration 12.23 (A staged power function in Template Haskell).
Haskell resource samples/Haskell/UntypedPower.hs

power :: Int æ Q Exp æ Q Exp
power n x =

if n==0
then [| 1 |]
else [| $x � $(power (n≠1) x) |]

mk_power :: Int æ Q Exp
mk_power n = [| ⁄ x æ $(power n [| x |]) |]

Wanted: a ‘power 3’ function which involves no recursion. 
Instead, it should be equivalent to \x -> x * x * x * 1.
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Quasi-quotes and splicing
with Template Haskell
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Exercise 12.8 (Fine tuning the code generator). [Intermediate level]
The generated code clearly involves an unnecessary multiplication with ‘1’
at the right tail of the chain of multiplications. It is reasonable to expect
that the compiler may take care of this, as it may know that ‘1’ is a unit of
multiplication. However, whether or not a particular compiler optimization is
available and applicable is generally a complicated matter. So we might prefer
to make the code generator avoid the unnecessary multiplication in the first
place. Adjust the generator accordingly so that it returns this code instead:
⁄ x_0 æ x_0 � (x_0 � x_0)

n

12.3.3 More typeful staging

Arguably, the code shown above lacks some important type information that
may be valuable for a user of the code generator and helpful in type checking.
More recently, Template Haskell has also introduced a more typeful model
where we can track the expected type of expressions. Consider the following
variation.

Illustration 12.24 (More typeful staging).
Haskell resource samples/Haskell/TypedPower.hs

power :: Int æ Q (TExp Int) æ Q (TExp Int)
power n x =

if n==0
then [|| 1 ||]
else [|| $$x � $$(power (n≠1) x) ||]

mk_power :: Int æ Q (TExp (Int æ Int))
mk_power n = [|| ⁄ x æ $$(power n [|| x ||]) ||]

n

Thus, the power function is more clearly typed now in that it takes an Int
and code that evaluates to an Int; the function returns code that evaluates
to an Int (i.e., the actual expression for computing the power. We use ‘typed’
quasi-quote brackets ‘[|| · · · ||]’ and ‘typed’ splices ‘$$( · · · )$$’. Other than,
the program generator remains unchanged. It is also used in exactly the same
manner as before, except that now some incorrect uses would be caught by
the type system at the time of checking the quasi-quotes, i.e., even before
they corresponding abstractions could be used.

Staging or macro systems need to be careful about unintended name cap-
ture such that names from the generated code do not interfere in an unin-
tended manner with other names in scope, thereby giving rise to a notion of
hygiene [Ada15].
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Big-step operational semantics
for a simple expression language

4 8 Operational semantics

is a placeholder for natural numbers rather than arbitrary evaluation results.
Thus, there is an implicit premise that n œ nat.

Here is the complete set of rules for all expression forms.

Specification 8.1 (Operational semantics of BTL (big-step style)).

true #‰ true [TRUE]

false #‰ false [FALSE]

zero #‰ zero [ZERO]

e #‰ n

succ(e) #‰ succ(n)
[SUCC]

e #‰ zero

pred(e) #‰ zero
[PRED1]

e #‰ succ(n)

pred(e) #‰ n

[PRED2]

e #‰ zero

iszero(e) #‰ true
[ISZERO1]

e #‰ succ(n)

iszero(e) #‰ false
[ISZERO2]

e0 #‰ true e1 #‰ v1

if(e0,e1,e2) #‰ v1
[IF1]

e0 #‰ false e2 #‰ v2

if(e0,e1,e2) #‰ v2
[IF2]

n

That is, there are three axioms, [TRUE ], [FALSE ], and [ZERO], for all
the constant forms of expressions. There is one rule, [SUCC ], to construct
the successor of a given natural number. There are two rules, [PRED1 ] and

12 8 Operational semantics

8.1.5.3 Rule-by-rule mapping

Let us now strive for 1:1 correspondence between inference rules and function
equations as opposed to mapping multiple rules for one construct to a single
equation. Such a rule-by-rule mapping arguably better conveys the structure
of the formal definition in the implementing code.

To this end, we may leverage Haskell 2010’s pattern guards, which allow
us to constrain equations not just by pattern matching and regular guards.
That is, a regular guard is simply a Boolean expression over variables bound
in the left-hand side patterns. By contrast, a pattern guard can perform more
matching based on the results computed for the guard’s expression. Consider
this code pattern:
f (C x) | D y Ω g x = h x y

This equation will be selected for an argument that is of shape C x, but
only if the application g x returns a result that can be matched with D y. This
expressiveness is su�cient to achieve a 1:1 correspondence between inference
rules and function equations.

Illustration 8.6 (Modular mapping of rules to equations).
Haskell module Language.BTL.BigStepWithGuards

evaluate :: Expr æ Expr

evaluate TRUE = TRUE

evaluate FALSE = FALSE

evaluate Zero = Zero

evaluate (Succ e)

| n Ω evaluate e

, isNat n

= Succ n

evaluate (Pred e)

| Zero Ω evaluate e

= Zero

evaluate (Pred e)

| Succ n Ω evaluate e

, isNat n

= n

evaluate (IsZero e)

| Zero Ω evaluate e

= TRUE

evaluate (IsZero e)

| Succ n Ω evaluate e

, isNat n

= FALSE

evaluate (If e0 e1 e2)

| TRUE Ω evaluate e0

= evaluate e1

evaluate (If e0 e1 e2)

| FALSE Ω evaluate e0

= evaluate e2
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Small-step operational semantics
for a simple expression language

20 8 Operational semantics

A small-step judgment only covers one step:

pred(if(iszero(zero),succ(zero),zero)) #‰ pred(if(true,succ(zero),zero))

That is, the condition was reduced from iszero(zero) to true, but the overall
conditional is still to be reduced further in subsequent steps.

We complement the big-step semantics of BTL, as of Specification 8.1,
with the small-step counterpart. (We use lowercase labels such as [if1 ] for
the rules in small-step style as opposed to uppercase labels such as [IF1 ] for
the rules in big-step style.)

Specification 8.6 (Operational semantics of BTL (small-step style)).

e #‰ e

Õ

succ(e) #‰ succ(eÕ)
[succ]

e #‰ e

Õ

pred(e) #‰ pred(eÕ)
[pred1]

pred(zero) #‰ zero [pred2]

pred(succ(n)) #‰ n [pred3]

e #‰ e

Õ

iszero(e) #‰ iszero(eÕ)
[iszero1]

iszero(zero) #‰ true [iszero2]

iszero(succ(n)) #‰ false [iszero3]

e0 #‰ e

Õ
0

if(e0,e1,e2) #‰ if(eÕ
0,e1,e2)

[if1]

if(true, t1, t2) #‰ t1 [if2]

if(false, t1, t2) #‰ t2 [if3]

n

24 8 Operational semantics

• When applying the inference rules computationally, they will fail inten-
tionally for any given normal form. Failure due to reaching a value should
not be mapped to abnormal program termination.

We implement BTL’s small-step operational semantics in Haskell. We im-
mediately commit to rule-by-rule mapping, as discussed in Section 8.1.5.3.

Illustration 8.10 (Haskell encoding of small-step rules for BTL).
Haskell module Language.BTL.SmallStepWithGuards

step :: Expr æ Maybe Expr

step (Succ e) | Just e� Ω step e = Just (Succ e�)

step (Pred e) | Just e� Ω step e = Just (Pred e�)

step (Pred Zero) = Just Zero

step (Pred (Succ n)) | isNat n = Just n

step (IsZero e) | Just e� Ω step e = Just (IsZero e�)

step (IsZero Zero) = Just TRUE

step (IsZero (Succ n)) | isNat n = Just FALSE

step (If e0 e1 e2) | Just e0� Ω step e0 = Just (If e0� e1 e2)

step (If TRUE e1 e2) = Just e1

step (If FALSE e1 e2) = Just e2

step _ = Nothing

n

That is, the Maybe monad is used systematically so that the step func-
tion may communicate failure due to reaching a normal form. The reflexive,
transitive closure for the one-step relation is easily expressed as a designated
function steps.

Illustration 8.11 (Haskell encoding of BTL’s closure of one-step relation).
Haskell module Language.BTL.Closure

steps :: (Expr æ Maybe Expr) æ Expr æ Maybe Expr

steps f e =

if isValue e

then Just e

else case f e of

(Just e�) æ steps f e�

Nothing æ Nothing

n

We mention in passing that the steps function is actually parametrized by
a function f for making single steps. Thus, the closure could be also applied
to alternative implementations of the one-step relation. The closure fails with
Nothing, if single-step transition gets stuck, i.e., if we end up in an expression
that is not a value and no step can be performed.
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Compositional (denotational) semantics
for a simple imperative programming language

10.2 Direct style 3

storeT = store ‘æ store // Type of store transformation
storeO = store ‘æ value // Type of store observation

In these type definitions, we assume the same definitions for store and
value as in the earlier operational semantics for BIPL. That is, value denotes
the domain of integer and Boolean values, whereas store denotes the domain
of collections of variable name-value pairs. We can read these definitions as
follows. The meaning of a statement is a store transformer, i.e., a function
on stores, thereby describing the e�ect of a given statement on a given store.
The meaning of an expression is a store observer, i.e., a function that takes
a store and returns a value, where the store may need to be consulted due
to the variable expression form, but we assume here that expressions do not
modify the store. We note that deal partial functions, as denoted by the use
‘ ‘æ’ above, due to the possibility of nontermination, ill-typed expressions, and
undefined variables.

10.2.2 Semantic functions

Denotational semantics leverages function definitions as opposed to inference
rules. The functions assign meanings (compositionally) to the di�erent syn-
tactic categories. In the case of BIPL, we need these functions:

S : stmt æ storeT // Semantics of statements
E : expr æ storeO // Semantics of expressions

Thus, the function for the semantics of statements, S, maps statements
to store transformers. The function for the semantics of expressions, E , maps
expressions to store observers.

Compositionality is implied by the following style of defining the semantic
functions; in fact, we use a somewhat extreme style for clarity:

S [|skip|] = skip
S [|assign(x,e)|] = assign x (E [|e|])
S [|seq(s1,s2)|] = seq (S [|s1|]) (S [|s2|])
S [|if(e,s1,s2)|] = if (E [|e|]) (S [|s1|]) (S [|s2|])
S [|while(e,s)|] = while (E [|e|]) (S [|s|])

E [|intconst(i)|] = intconst i

E [|var(x)|] = var x

E [|unary(o,e)|] = unary o (E [|e|])
E [|binary(o,e1,e2)|] = binary o (E [|e1|]) (E [|e2|])

8 10 Denotational semantics

≠≠ Results of expression evaluation
type Value = Either Int Bool
≠≠ Stores as maps from variable ids to values
type Store = Map String Value
≠≠ Store transformers (semantics of statements)
type StoreT = Store æ Store
≠≠ Store observers (semantics of expressions)
type StoreO = Store æ Value

n

All of these definitions are straightforward. The definition of Store exhibits
an element of choice. We could also model stores more directly as functions
of type String æ Value, but we opt for Haskell’s library type Map to model
stores as maps (say, dictionaries) from variable names to values because the
underlying representation is more convenient to use for testing and debugging,
as dictionaries are ‘observable’ as a whole whereas genuine functions can only
be ‘queried’ at specific points.

The compositional mapping over statements is defined very much like in
the semi-formal development. The semantic functions S and E are called
execute and evaluate for clarity; the underlined combinators are modeled as
primed functions; see, for example, skip� instead of skip. (By priming we also
avoid clashes. For instance, if is readily taken in Haskell.) Thus:

Illustration 10.2 (Compositional mapping).
Haskell module Language.BIPL.DS.Interpreter

execute :: Stmt æ StoreT
execute Skip = skip�
execute (Assign x e) = assign� x (evaluate e)
execute (Seq s1 s2) = seq� (execute s1) (execute s2)
execute (If e s1 s2) = if’ (evaluate e) (execute s1) (execute s2)
execute (While e s) = while� (evaluate e) (execute s)

evaluate :: Expr æ StoreO
evaluate (IntConst i) = intconst� i
evaluate (Var x) = var� x
evaluate (Unary o e) = unary� o (evaluate e)
evaluate (Binary o e1 e2) = binary� o (evaluate e1) (evaluate e2)

n

That is, there is one equation per language construct. On the left-hand side
of an equation, the construct is matched to provide access to the constituents
of the construct. On the right-hand side of an equation, the meanings of
the constituents are determined by recursive occurrences of the interpreter
functions and they are combined by the corresponding semantic combinator.

The actual combinator definitions make reasonable use of Haskell in im-
plementing the semiformal definitions.

Illustration 10.3 (Combinators of semantic meanings).

8 10 Denotational semantics

≠≠ Results of expression evaluation
type Value = Either Int Bool
≠≠ Stores as maps from variable ids to values
type Store = Map String Value
≠≠ Store transformers (semantics of statements)
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All of these definitions are straightforward. The definition of Store exhibits
an element of choice. We could also model stores more directly as functions
of type String æ Value, but we opt for Haskell’s library type Map to model
stores as maps (say, dictionaries) from variable names to values because the
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as dictionaries are ‘observable’ as a whole whereas genuine functions can only
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The compositional mapping over statements is defined very much like in
the semi-formal development. The semantic functions S and E are called
execute and evaluate for clarity; the underlined combinators are modeled as
primed functions; see, for example, skip� instead of skip. (By priming we also
avoid clashes. For instance, if is readily taken in Haskell.) Thus:
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execute :: Stmt æ StoreT
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execute (Assign x e) = assign� x (evaluate e)
execute (Seq s1 s2) = seq� (execute s1) (execute s2)
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evaluate (IntConst i) = intconst� i
evaluate (Var x) = var� x
evaluate (Unary o e) = unary� o (evaluate e)
evaluate (Binary o e1 e2) = binary� o (evaluate e1) (evaluate e2)

n

That is, there is one equation per language construct. On the left-hand side
of an equation, the construct is matched to provide access to the constituents
of the construct. On the right-hand side of an equation, the meanings of
the constituents are determined by recursive occurrences of the interpreter
functions and they are combined by the corresponding semantic combinator.

The actual combinator definitions make reasonable use of Haskell in im-
plementing the semiformal definitions.

Illustration 10.3 (Combinators of semantic meanings).
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Combinators of denotational semantics
10.2 Direct style 5

// The identity function for type store
skip m = m

// Pointwise store update
assign x f m = m[x ‘æ (f m)], if f m is defined

// Function composition for type storeT
seq f g m = g (f m)

// Select either branch for Boolean value

if f g h m =

Y
]

[

g m, if f m = true
h m, if f m = false
undefined,otherwise

We left out the definition of while because it requires designated e�orts,
as discussed below. We left out the definition of the combinators for all ex-
pression forms because the earlier operational semantics is essentially com-
positional.

Exercise 10.1 (Denotational semantics of expressions). [Basic level]
Extract definitions of the combinators intconst, var , unary, and binary for
BIPL’s expression forms from the operational semantics of BIPL. n

10.2.4 Fixed-point semantics

In aiming at defining the semantics of while-loop, we encounter a beautiful
construct of declarative programming and formal semantics, i.e., fixed-point
construction, as we discuss now.

That is, we aim at a definition of while f g with f as the meaning of the
condition and g as the meaning of the loop’s body through steps. Perhaps
surprisingly, let us assume, just for the moment, that we knew already the
meaning of the while-loop; let us refer to it as t. If so, then it is easy that the
following equivalence should hold:

t © if f (seq g t) skip

That is, by the choice of if , we consider the meaning f of the loop’s
condition. If the condition evaluates to false, we use the state transformer
skip; otherwise, we sequentially compose the meaning g of the loop’s body
and the assumed meaning t of the loop itself. Thus, we essentially describe the
meaning of a while-loop the body of which is zero or one times executed and
we resort to t for the repetitions past the first one. It is crucial to understand
that we do not use any syntax in this equivalence.

Alas, we do not know yet t. Let us capture the expression as h and
parametrize in t:

6 10 Denotational semantics

h t = if f (seq g t) skip

Now consider the following progression of applications of h:

h undefined
h (h undefined)

h (h (h undefined))
...

Here, undefined denotes the completely undefined store transformation,
which, given any store m returns a sto that maps all variable names to the
undefined value. The elements in this progression correspond to approxima-
tions of the meaning t of the while loop that agree with t in terms of the
resulting store for the cases of 0, 1, . . . required repetitions for the body and
for some initial store. Thus, if we can express an unbounded number of ap-
plications of h to undefined, then we have indeed defined t. Thus:

t © fix h

We assume the following definition of fix

fix k = k (fix k)

That is, we assume that the unbounded number of applications of h to
undefined is essentially expressed by the application of fix. Computationally,
the definition of fix states that in order to ‘calculate’ the fixed point of k we
need to apply k to the calculation of the fixed point of k. The definition is,
in fact, strikingly close to what is called the fixed-point property. That is, for
t0 to be a fixed-point of h, it must hold that:

t0 = h t0

To conclude, we define the meaning of a while-loop in terms of the while
combinator as a fixed point as follows:

while f g = fix h

where
h t = if f (seq g t) skip

Our discussion of fixed points is aggressively superficial here and we point
to literature on denotational semantics [Sto77, Gun92, Ten94] and domain
theory specifically [SHLG94]. In particular, semantic domains and combina-
tors over them must meet a number of fundamental properties for such a
fixed-point semantics to be well-defined in that the fixed point is uniquely

10.3 Continuation style 9

Haskell module Language.BIPL.DS.Combinators

skip� :: StoreT
skip� = id
assign� :: String æ StoreO æ StoreT
assign� x f m = insert x (f m) m
seq� :: StoreT æ StoreT æ StoreT
seq� = flip (.)
if’ :: StoreO æ StoreT æ StoreT æ StoreT
if’ f g h m = let Right v = f m in if v then g m else h m
while� :: StoreO æ StoreT æ StoreT
while� f g = fix h where h t = if’ f (seq� g t) skip�
intconst� :: Int æ StoreO
intconst� i _ = Left i
var� :: String æ StoreO
var� x m = m!x
unary� :: UOp æ StoreO æ StoreO
unary� Negate f m = let Left i = f m in Left (negate i)
unary� Not f m = let Right b = f m in Right (not b)
binary� :: BOp æ StoreO æ StoreO æ StoreO
...

n

In the definition of while�, we use a polymorphic fixed-point combinator
that is readily defined in the Haskell library like this:
fix :: (a æ a) æ a
fix f = f (fix f)

Exercise 10.3 (Interpretation for BIPL without throwing). [Basic level]
The interpreter may ‘throw’ for di�erent reasons, e.g., in the case of applying
Boolean negation (Not) to an integer constant. Identify all reasons and revise
the interpreter so that statement execution and expression evaluation do not
simply throw, but Nothing of Haskell’s Maybe type is returned instead. n

10.3 Continuation style

We turn from the direct to the more advanced continuation style of deno-
tational semantics. The main idea, when applying the style to imperative
programs, is to parametrize meanings in the ‘rest of the program’ so that
each meaning can freely choose to deviate from the default continuation, as
it may be necessary for control-flow constructs such as throws of exceptions
or gotos. In functional programming, there also exists a related style, the
continuation-passing style (CPS), which helps with adding error handling to
programs or structuring functional programs, e.g., in the implementation of
web applications [KHM+07].
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Abstract domain
for signs instead of numbers16 10 Denotational semantics

standard semantics, where we care about actual numbers stored in variables.
These intuitions are supported by function tables for the arithmetic and
comparison operators on signs:

ú Neg Zero Pos ?
Neg Pos Zero Neg ?
Zero Zero Zero Zero Zero
Pos Neg Zero Pos ?
? ? Zero ? ?

+ Neg Zero Pos ?
Neg Neg Neg ? ?
Zero Neg Zero Pos ?
Pos ? Pos Pos ?
? ? ? ? ?

< Neg Zero Pos ?
Neg ? True True ?
Zero False False True ?
Pos False False ? ?
? ? ? ? ?

In these tables, we use ‘?’ to denote that the sign or the truth value of an
operand or a result could or cannot be assigned. In the sample, y is assigned
sign Pos because, for all possible signs of x, the result of x�x has sign Pos
or Zero and thus the addition of 42 implies sign Pos for x�x+42. Hence, the
condition must evaluate to False and the code in the then-branch is dead.

Abstract interpretation has found many application areas; see, for exam-
ple, [CCLB12] for an application to refactoring and [CC11] for an appli-
cation to grammar analysis and parsing. This section relies completely on
representing abstract interpretation in Haskell as opposed to using any semi-
formal notation for semantics or analysis. The development will be cursory
and pragmatic overall; we refer to [NN07, NNH04] for a thorough devel-
opment and to Cousot & Cousot’s line of seminal work on the subject as
initiated with [CC77].

10.4.1 Semantic algebras

An abstract interpreter can be seen as a variation on a normal (a ‘concrete’)
interpreter where semantic domains and combinators are defined di�erently.
In order to be able to explore such variation in an e�ective manner, we need to
revise a denotational interpreter to be parameterized in semantic domains and
combinators. This is exercised here for the imperative programming language
BIPL and its direct-style denotational semantics.

That is, we aim at factoring out the algebra, (an abstract data type) of
meanings; we use the term ‘semantic algebra’. The signature of the semantic
algebra for BIPL is shown below.

Illustration 10.13 (Signature of semantic algebras).
Haskell module Language.BIPL.Algebra.Signature

≠≠ Aliases to shorten function signatures
type Trafo sto = sto æ sto ≠≠ Store transformation
type Obs sto val = sto æ val ≠≠ Store observation
≠≠ The signature of algebras for interpretation
data Alg sto val = Alg {

skip� :: Trafo sto,
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An abstract interpretation for sign detection would use abstract domains
as follows:
data Sign = Zero | Pos | Neg | BottomSign | TopSign
data CpoBool = ProperBool Bool | BottomBool | TopBool
type Property = Either Sign CpoBool
type VarProperties = Map String Property

The key type is Sign with constructors Zero, Pos, Neg for di�erent signs
of numbers. The type abstracts from Int used in the standard interpreter.
BottomSign and TopSign are least and greatest elements needed for technical
reasons; the former proxies for the analysis not having identified the sign yet;
the latter proxies for the analysis having failed to identify the sign. The type
CpoBool adds least and greatest elements to Haskell’s Bool. The type Property
is a sum over Sign and CpoBool and it thus abstracts from Value as a sum over
Int and Bool in the standard interpreter. The type VarProperties abstracts from
Store in the concrete interpreter, i.e., it stores abstract values rather than
concrete ones.

Let us take a closer look at the abstract domain for signs.

Illustration 10.16 (Signs of numbers).
Haskell module Data.CPO.Sign

1 data Sign = Zero | Pos | Neg | BottomSign | TopSign
2

3 instance Num Sign
4 where
5 fromInteger n
6 | n > 0 = Pos
7 | n < 0 = Neg
8 | otherwise = Zero
9

10 TopSign + _ = TopSign
11 _ + TopSign = TopSign
12 BottomSign + _ = BottomSign
13 _ + BottomSign = BottomSign
14 Zero + Zero = Zero
15 Zero + Pos = Pos
16 ...
17

18 instance CPO Sign where
19 pord x y | x == y = True
20 pord BottomSign _ = True
21 pord _ TopSign = True
22 pord _ _ = False
23 lub x y | x == y = x
24 lub BottomSign x = x
25 lub x BottomSign = x
26 lub _ _ = TopSign
27

28 instance Bottom Sign where
29 bottom = BottomSign
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standard semantics, where we care about actual numbers stored in variables.
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Pos Neg Zero Pos ?
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Pos ? Pos Pos ?
? ? ? ? ?
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In these tables, we use ‘?’ to denote that the sign or the truth value of an
operand or a result could or cannot be assigned. In the sample, y is assigned
sign Pos because, for all possible signs of x, the result of x�x has sign Pos
or Zero and thus the addition of 42 implies sign Pos for x�x+42. Hence, the
condition must evaluate to False and the code in the then-branch is dead.

Abstract interpretation has found many application areas; see, for exam-
ple, [CCLB12] for an application to refactoring and [CC11] for an appli-
cation to grammar analysis and parsing. This section relies completely on
representing abstract interpretation in Haskell as opposed to using any semi-
formal notation for semantics or analysis. The development will be cursory
and pragmatic overall; we refer to [NN07, NNH04] for a thorough devel-
opment and to Cousot & Cousot’s line of seminal work on the subject as
initiated with [CC77].
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An abstract interpreter can be seen as a variation on a normal (a ‘concrete’)
interpreter where semantic domains and combinators are defined di�erently.
In order to be able to explore such variation in an e�ective manner, we need to
revise a denotational interpreter to be parameterized in semantic domains and
combinators. This is exercised here for the imperative programming language
BIPL and its direct-style denotational semantics.

That is, we aim at factoring out the algebra, (an abstract data type) of
meanings; we use the term ‘semantic algebra’. The signature of the semantic
algebra for BIPL is shown below.

Illustration 10.13 (Signature of semantic algebras).
Haskell module Language.BIPL.Algebra.Signature

≠≠ Aliases to shorten function signatures
type Trafo sto = sto æ sto ≠≠ Store transformation
type Obs sto val = sto æ val ≠≠ Store observation
≠≠ The signature of algebras for interpretation
data Alg sto val = Alg {

skip� :: Trafo sto,
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assign� :: String æ Obs sto val æ Trafo sto,
seq� :: Trafo sto æ Trafo sto æ Trafo sto,
if’ :: Obs sto val æ Trafo sto æ Trafo sto æ Trafo sto,
while� :: Obs sto val æ Trafo sto æ Trafo sto,
intconst� :: Int æ Obs sto val,
var� :: String æ Obs sto val,
unary� :: UOp æ Obs sto val æ Obs sto val,
binary� :: BOp æ Obs sto val æ Obs sto val æ Obs sto val

}
n

That is, the signature is defined as a record type Alg. The record type
carries one member for each language construct. There are type parameters
sto and val for stores and values. These type parameters enable di�erent type
definitions for concrete versus abstract interpreters and, in fact, for di�erent
abstract interpreters serving di�erent program analyses.

Given an actual algebra of the signature, an interpreter (an analysis) can
be defined by simply recursing into program phrases and combining the in-
termediate meanings according to the operations of the algebra, as shown
below.

Illustration 10.14 (The compositional scheme).
Haskell module Language.BIPL.Algebra.Scheme

interpret :: Alg sto val æ Stmt æ sto æ sto
interpret a = execute

where
≠≠ Compositional interpretation of statements
execute Skip = skip� a
execute (Assign x e) = assign� a x (evaluate e)
execute (Seq s1 s2) = seq� a (execute s1) (execute s2)
execute (If e s1 s2) = if’ a (evaluate e) (execute s1) (execute s2)
execute (While e s) = while� a (evaluate e) (execute s)
≠≠ Compositional interpretation of expressions
evaluate (IntConst i) = intconst� a i
evaluate (Var n) = var� a n
evaluate (Unary o e) = unary� a o (evaluate e)
evaluate (Binary o e1 e2) = binary� a o (evaluate e1) (evaluate e2)

n

The interpreter is equivalent to the earlier direct-style denotational in-
terpreter (Illustration 10.2), except that the semantic combinators are not
functions in scope, but they are looked up as record components from the
argument algebra a. Thus, interpretation is completely parametric at this
stage.
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Specialization
of a function 
application

44 12 Metaprogramming techniques

peval :: Program æ Program
peval (fs, e) = swap (runState (f e empty) [])

where
f :: Expr æ Env æ State [Function] Expr
...

The environment is of the same type as in the interpreter as opposed while
the inliner used a di�erent environment type. to the type as in the inliner.
That is, the environment binds variables to values as opposed to expressions:
type Env = Map String Value

Thus, the environment only serves to represent statically known argu-
ments. Statically unknown arguments are preserved within specialized func-
tion definitions.

The cases for all constructs but function application can be adopted from
the inliner—except that we need to convert to monadic style, which is a
simple, systematic program transformation in itself [Läm00, ER04] routinely
performed by functional programmers. Thus, recursive calls to the specializer
are not used directly in reconstructing terms, but their results are sequenced
in the state monad. For instance:

f (Binary o e1 e2) env = do
r1 Ω f e1 env
r2 Ω f e2 env
case (exprToValue r1, exprToValue r2) of

(Just v1, Just v2) æ return (valueToExpr (bop o v1 v2))
_ æ return (Binary o r1 r2)

It remains to define the case for partial evaluation of function applications.

Illustration 12.28 (Program specialization for BFPL’s function applica-
tions).

Haskell resource languages/BFPL/Haskell/Language/BFPL/Specializer.hs
1 f (Apply fn es) env = do
2 ≠≠ Look up function
3 let Just ((ts, t), (ns, body)) = Prelude.lookup fn fs
4 ≠≠ Partially evaluate arguments
5 rs Ω mapM (flip f env) es
6 ≠≠ Determine static and dynamic arguments
7 let trs = zip ts rs
8 let ntrs = zip ns trs
9 let sas = [ (n, getValue r) | (n, (_, r)) Ω ntrs, isValue r ]

10 let das = [ (n, (t, r)) | (n, (t, r)) Ω ntrs, not (isValue r) ]
11 ≠≠ Specialize body
12 let body� = f body (fromList sas)
13 ≠≠ Inlining as a special case
14 if null das then body�
15 ≠≠ Specialization
16 else do
17 ≠≠ Fabricate function name
18 let fn� = fn ++ show sas
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19 ≠≠ Memoize new residual function, if necessary
20 fs� Ω get
21 when (isNothing (Prelude.lookup fn� fs�)) (do
22 ≠≠ Create placeholder for memoization
23 put (fs� ++ [(fn�, undefined)])
24 ≠≠ Partially evaluate function body
25 body�� Ω body�
26 ≠≠ Define residual
27 let r = ((map (fst . snd) das, t), (map fst das, body��))
28 ≠≠ Replace placeholder by actual definition
29 modify (update (const r) fn�))
30 ≠≠ Apply the specialized function
31 return (Apply fn� (map (snd . snd) das))
32

33 ≠≠ Test for convertibility to value
34 isValue :: Expr æ Bool
35 isValue = isJust . exprToValue
36

37 ≠≠ Force extraction of value
38 getValue :: Expr æ Value
39 getValue = fromJust . exprToValue
40

41 ≠≠ Update a list that is supposed to be a map/dictionary
42 update :: Eq k => (v æ v) æ k æ [(k,v)] æ [(k,v)]
43 ...

n

That is, the following steps are performed.

1. The applied function is looked up (lines 2–3) and the arguments are eval-
uated (lines 4–5), just like in the interpreter. (The list of function decla-
rations is an association list mapping function names to lists of argument
types ts, result type t, argument names ns, and the body body.)

2. The partially evaluated arguments are partitioned into static arguments
sas and dynamic arguments das (lines 6–10). Static arguments are values
(constants); dynamic arguments exercise other expression forms.

3. The body of the specialized function is obtained by partially evaluating
the original body in the variable environment of the static variables (lines
11–12); this is a let-binding which must still be ‘computed’ in a monadic
position; see two such occurrences below.

4. If there are no dynamic arguments, we switch to the behavior of the in-
terpreter by (partially) evaluating the body of the applied function (lines
13–14); we use the let-bound variable bound� declared earlier.

5. The ‘identity’ (the name) of the specialized function is derived from the
name of the applied function and the static arguments (lines 17–18); see
Exercise 12.13 for discussing naming.

6. We need to remember (memoize) function specializations so that a func-
tion is only specialized for di�erent static arguments; see the computation
guarded by when (lines 21–31).
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